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Executive Summary
CONNECT has had a rich year of learning. Through delivery of year one activities we have seen the
rate of progress that is possible and the opportunities that exist. Capitalising on early successes we
pushed forward aggressively to explore all prospects, converting to action where feasible thus
exceeding RAP logframe targets by 35% to 200%.
In addition to the RAP logframe, CONNECT developed a set of internal indicators intended to capture
the finer nuances of progress and support testing of its adaptive management principles. Save Output
Indicator 2.2, all targets agreed with DFID under the CONNECT internal Log Frame have been
achieved or exceeded (see Annex 8). Some sub-indicators1 and all targets for years two and three
(corresponding to RAP IY 5 and 6) have been reviewed and revised to reflect our learning and
optimism.
CONNECT’s MSME partners are overwhelmingly agri-businesses whose profitability is impacted by
supply from India and the Terai region, and its effects on national and regional wholesale market prices
of fresh vegetables, poultry and milk. While on a macro-economic level food inflation for the year has
remained negative and wholesale price indices for agricultural commodities registered a marginal
decline of 0.2%, fresh vegetable prices fell by 8.3% year-on-year. This drop, along with the higher rates
of inflation in our working areas lowered operating margins for our businesses. Though partially offset by increases in volumes traded on the wholesale side, retail sales remained dull.2 The exception
being our poultry business, which benefitted from a firm one-year military supply contract and strong
local demand.
On the policy side, Nepal Rastra Bank’s directive requiring banks lend 2% of total loan portfolio directly
to the deprived sector was a significant step forward in F.Y. 2016 – 17.3 CONNECT successfully
leveraged this for the benefit of its partner Organic Mountain Flavor Private Limited and farmers in
their supply chain, facilitating access to cheap finance, with gains from lower interest rates ranging
from 2% – 18%. CONNECT also negotiated with Prabhu Bank Limited to accept OMF’s export order
book as a current asset collateral to compensate for shortfall in fixed assets such as land and buildings,
procuring NPR 20 million in working capital limits for OMF – a breakthrough for an SME in Nepal, and
one with a one year export track record.4
In reviewing progress to date, we recognise that CONNECT's focus must now turn to consolidating
successes and delivering sustainability (see Annex 4). Hence, we do not expect results in year two to
grow exponentially and view success for CONNECT as deeper not wider engagement.

Part 1

Highlights for the period

Key milestones achieved during the year include:
✓ Since signing MOUs with CONNECT, all our MSME partners have scaled their activities:
• 228 Unilever Nepal Hamri Didis are trading, having self-invested NPR 3,332,558 in stock and
declared profits to date ranging from NPR 200 to 13,000.
• CONNECT’s 8 business partners have purchased NPR 102,358,466 of produce from their
downstream supply chains increasing volumes traded by 32% and revenues by 31%.
1

Output Indicator 1.2, 2.3 and 3.2 and Outcome Indicator 2.1 have been adapted.
Nepal Rastra Bank Research Department Publication on Current Macroeconomic and Financial Situation of Nepal (Based on Eight Months'
Data of 2016/17). Consumer Price Inflation in the hilly and mountain regions for the 8-month period ended 15 March 2017 were 5.9% and
3.7%.
3
There is a policy provision for "A", "B" and "C" class Banks and Financial Institutions (BFIs) to disburse at least 5 percent, 4.5 percent and
4 percent loan to the deprived sector. According to the NRB these institutions have disbursed 5.6 percent, 6.5 percent and 4.6 percent
respectively to the deprived sector as of mid-January 2017. We have not seen much of this trickle down to MSMEs in CONNECT working
districts in the Mid and Far West.
4
NPR 20 million = £151,987.
2
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✓ CONNECT spent £318,674 during our first year of implementation and leveraged £488,074 in
third party investment, achieving a leverage ratio of 1:1.53 in year one, and is on track to meet
its three-year target of 1:2.
✓ At the end of IY3.5, CONNECT has impacted 3,382 households and 838 individuals.

Material Decisions
Due to federal restructuring and local elections CONNECT has put on hold plans to support district
level planning through the introduction of an online database solution until the new structure and
teams are in place.
Following deep analysis of what works, reflection on the lessons learned, and assessment of the
potential for further growth, CONNECT enters year two having exited two MSME pilots, starting
wind down of a third, placing one under close observation for mid-year review and closing one EE
partnership (see Annex 2, Annex 6). Our remaining five MSME pilots are scaling.
Insights
Buy-back contracts alone are not sufficient to build loyalty amongst DSSs: hence CONNECT is strongly
encouraging partners to increase their offer to DSSs to include, for example access to finance through
products such as crop and livestock insurance, technical assistance and preferential terms for input
sourcing.
Strong governance crucial for sustainability: governance is a weak area for many of CONNECT’s MSME
partners, with progress less than we had hoped for. We have seen greatest success where the
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leadership team is fully engaged in the business and in year two we will continue to build leadership
teams’ capacity to manage, think strategically and make smart commercial decisions.
Recruitment and retention of support staff challenging in rural markets: within the budgets viable for our
partners, recruiting quality and reliable manpower has proven a challenge. It has been similarly
challenging to motivate and retain the staff appointed.
MSMEs are attracted by high value contracts: reliance on a few high value contracts is a common theme
amongst CONNECT’s MSME partners so, to deliver sustainability we must support them to de-risk
by securing additional long term upstream contracts.
Commercialisation is still a novel idea and downstream suppliers need to be supplied with technical and
commercial advisory, as well as agricultural inputs. CONNECT’s hope is that Yuva Vayus will act as
catalysts, accelerating commercialisation by taking on enhanced roles. A model that will be piloted by
Belpata Dairy Cooperative in year two.
Innovations
The CONNECT modality is pioneering in that it views subsistence farmers as legitimate commercial
actors in the marketplace and is bringing them into supply chains through formal contracts with the
businesses they supply. Combined with strategic support and extreme collaboration, our business
partners are facilitating scaling of production quickly, offering pathways out of subsistence and the
CONNECT solution is gaining favour with farmers. A holistic and adaptive approach to removing
barriers is unlocking potential and delivering development at speed. Our progress is testament to the
fact that operating in silos and offering piecemeal solutions are not effective.
CONNECT has partnered with actors that would not typically be thought of as requiring donor support. For
example, to increase commercial activities at the micro-enterprise level it has been necessary to
facilitate Unilever Nepal Limited’s access to last mile markets and work hand-in-hand with UNL field
teams through year one. Similarly CONNECT has worked inordinately closely with PBL to facilitate
loans to our business partners and their downstream suppliers. Significant input from the CONNECT
team, over many months was required to complete and process applications for bank accounts, to
design and roll out the value chain financing product and get our partners OMF and PBL to the farm
gate to create awareness of the product, deliver cheque books and disburse loans.
Our Women’s Leadership Forum, developed as an alternative to the traditional social mobilisers, is raising
an army of female leaders that are proving to be valuable assets to our MSME partners. Developing
this value and embedding a strong link between these women and the businesses their Micro Business
Clusters supply is crucial to the sustainability of CONNECT’s model.
Lessons
CONNECT’s experiences in year one have reinforced our analysis that rural populations in the Mid
and Far West are hungry for commercial opportunities and a holistic solution is essential for developing
commercial activities in our districts.
CONNECT’s design was to propose a modality, enter partnerships and backstop our MSME partners
as they moved forward with field level mobilisation but in fact we have been walking with them, side by
side. We have seen excellent increases in production, trade and income but the pace of progress on
core strengthening has been less than we hoped for despite CONNECT’s engagement being to a
degree far greater than originally envisioned. Recognising there are much bigger challenges to
sustainability than we originally thought, plans for year two will be heavily focused in this area.
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We have become wiser, built our capabilities to perform better at every stage and will deploy
resources in ever more targeted ways to deliver faster returns on investment.
In this kind of modality, where we are working in direct partnership with the private sector, resources
must be invested to ensure our exposure to risk is reduced as much as possible. As CONNECT’s
partnerships scale we expect to deploy resources to further strengthen monitoring systems.
Coherence
Coherence remains a challenge at both policy and implementation levels. CONNECT is intentionally
working to improve coherence with GoN, DFID, other donor programmes and the wider RAP
programme. Conversion rate of efforts initiated to hard collaboration are few. Wins include:
•

Building on RAP investments by working with 171 HDs & 2165 DSSs who are located along 40
RAP road mainentance corridors and with 9 HDs & 182 DSSs in 2 RAP new build corridors
and recruiting RAP RBG and RMG members as HDs, YVs and DSSs, where possible.
Currently 5 RMG members are working along 5 RAP corridors across 4 districts as Hamri
Didis.

•

Collaborating with GoN and donor programmes including DADO to build pond irrigation in
Dailekh, DLSO to provide subsidised livestock insurance in Dailekh, DDCs to design an
online database solution to aid district level planning and IFAD funded High Value Agriculture
Project in Hill and Mountain Areas to deliver micro irrigation infrastructure for 76
downstream suppliers.

•

Working with two beneficiaries from the DFID co-funded Spring Accelerator programme - Rooster
Logic to develop and pilot database solutions and Kalpavriksha to expand the HD product
basket.

We have experienced first-hand the lack of coherence between GoN policies and declared national
priorities, and its disruptive effects on supply chains. For example, Ministry of Agricultural
Development in its Agriculture Development Strategy 2015 – 2035 identifies organic farming as a
priority strategy for agriculture sector growth. Yet, District Agriculture Development Offices continue
to distribute subsidised chemical fertilisers to farmers. Our partner OMF may have to exclude two
villages entirely from their organic certification process after an 18-month investment to prepare these
communities and their lands, as evidence of chemical fertiliser use was found during the ECOCERT
certifying team’s field audit. This, despite OMF keeping DADO regularly updated on its working areas.
A coherent plan for the development of special organic farming zones along with clear guidelines for
implementation, and, a sustained campaign for adoption to policy are required.
CONNECT welcomes GoN’s proposal for enhancing the Federation of Nepalese Chambers of
Commerce and Industry (FNCCI)’s role in facilitating public private partnerships at the local level and
will seek to work with local representatives on new partnerships.
Value for Money
Effective: CONNECT has a small team comprising 8 technical (core) and 6 support staff; spend on
staff costs in year one was £186,336. Nepal is a young country which is reflected in the young team
(average age of 33) that manages the programme today. The composition of the team is representative
of the talent available locally. The team brings an enthusiasm and willingness to deliver at pace and
many team members are uninhibited by previous development experiences, an advantage to
CONNECT as our modality is a departure from other market system approaches. However, we
recognise developing technical skills takes time, and strong leadership is required to maintain
momentum and steer a true course (see Annex 3).
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Efficient: 11% of the CONNECT budget has been spent on admin costs. 99% of the workplan was
achieved at the end of IY3 and 100% of the workplan was achieved at the end of IY3.5 (see Annex 1).
Economy: CONNECT has delivered value for money leveraging £488,074 from third-parties, a £1.53
investment for every £1 of UKaid spent.
Equity: CONNECT has impacted 3,067 women, being 73% of total beneficiaries, and is managed by an
all-women team in Kathmandu. While we’ve delivered extraordinary results on gender in our first
year, we believe we can go further and, in year two will focus on the role the private sector can play
in responding to the Leave No One Behind agenda and how CONNECT can embed an inclusive
working culture within our partners.

Part 2

Looking forward

In year two CONNECT will focus on delivering depth and sustainability.
CONNECT will pursue upstream market connections more aggressively and increase our emphasis
on building capacity for strong governance within MSME partner teams while simultaneously pulling
back from field level operational support, further handing over field engagement to MSME staff and
YVs.
CONNECT will continue to chase leads for new partnerships that will enhance our current MSME
and EE portfolios, improve coherence and deliver value for money.
Easily accessible, cheaper loans are key to equitable economic growth. Of the total lending of
commercial banks, credit to small and medium enterprises was 2.6 percent in 2017.5 We look forward
with interest to the unveiling of the Monetary Policy for 2017-18 and hope it will offer more targeted
directives to reduce access to finance challenges for MSMEs and rural communities. We expect banks
will be permitted to deduct lending to the deprived sector from their credit to core capital-cumdeposit ratio and development banks a different interest rate spread, within reason, acknowledging
their operating costs are likely to be higher.6
Summary of goals and expectations for Year Two
CONNECT has initiated the wind-down of our partnerships with DAFACOS and SKKGS and will
complete formalities by 30 June 2017. We intend to exit the AGS partnership in 2017 – 18 after
strengthening upstream links and the partners’ capacity to hold these relationships. Having determined
the optimum scale for each business, CONNECT will design activities aimed at delivering scale,
success and sustainability as defined for each of our six remaining businesses:
•
•
•
•

•

For MSME #2 this is 600 HDs trading by December 2018 and products added to the HD basket.
MSME #3 will work towards 85% capacity utilisation of the Chupra plant by expanding collection
pockets.
MSME #4 will be supported to increase its vendor base, procure working capital limit of NPR 5
lakhs and increase production of off season vegetables.
MSME #5 is expected to make significant progress in core areas such as organic certification,
financial sustainability including valuation and agreement for merger with sister concern The
Organic Valley Limited, improved governance, expanded product basket, new buyers and
markets, and increase in revenues.
With increased working capital facilities MSME #7 will develop chicken sukuti production as an
independent business vertical.

5

Opcit., NPR 42.69 billion in mid-March 2017 as per NRB data.
The Federation of Nepalese Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Confederation of Nepalese Industry, Nepal Chamber of Commerce
and Nepal Bankers Association have made a joint representation to Nepal Rastra Bank seeking these interventions.
6
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•

MSME #9 will focus first and foremost on discovering new markets and acquiring customers,
following which they will roll out supply chain expansion plans.

Our work on the Enabling Environment has evolved significantly and benefitted from adaptive
programming. CONNECT’s efforts shifted to further develop our innovative YV model of in
community volunteers, starting up the CONNECT intern programme, partnership with the University
of Exeter’s Business School to access experts for our MSMEs, strengthening our two Future
Entrepreneurs Clubs and building the capacity of female candidates for the increased number of
reserved seats for women on DCCI Executive Committees.
Sharing our insights
The CONNECT team have been invited to share our insights with portfolio review and pre-design
scoping teams working on DFID programmes in the pipeline. We have fed in our thoughts and learning
to analysts looking at the selection of value chains for CASA, strategists working on the next avatar of
Nepal Market Development Programme and for the DFID HQ Commercial Agriculture Portfolio
Review.
Rarely is an early stage pilot programme given the opportunity to express quickly what we are seeing
on the ground to designers. We applaud DFID Nepal’s Economic Development team for enabling this
grand example of coherence, and express our sincere thanks for their confidence in CONNECT’s
work. Our young team are ever grateful for their abundant support, without which we could not have
learned so much so quickly.
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Results by district - Achham
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Results by district – Bajura
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Results by district - Dadeldhura
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Results by district – Dailekh
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Results by district – Doti
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Results by district – Jumla
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MSME #1
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #1 Aastha General Store & Suppliers (AGS)
27 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

CONNECT adapted its hypotheses mid-way through last year to reflect our deeper appreciation of
ground realities. We shifted our focus from working with local government to facilitate organic
certification for farmers to addressing significant barriers for existing production to access reliable
markets. Since this realignment of strategy CONNECT has successfully partnered with AGS, a local
trading business and launched a market test for Jumli beans. Brokering sales between AGS and large
national retailers CONNECT has facilitated placement of Jumli Beans on the shelves of supermarkets
in Kathmandu at unprecedented MRPs i.e. maximum retail prices.
BBSM placed Jumli beans in 12 of its stores7 from 4th of April at NPR 154 and Saleways have been
selling Jumli beans in 5 Kathmandu stores8 since 8th of April at NPR 155. In both retail chains, Jumli
beans have been competitively priced, correctly positioned and neatly packaged. However, a thorough
store-by-store analysis of sales undertaken 6 – 8 weeks after launch indicates slow demand for Jumli
beans. Cumulative sales from ten BBSM stores eight weeks after product launch is 630 kgs and five
Saleways stores seven weeks after product launch is 332 kgs. (see Annex 5)
A review of the overall performance of the partnerships suggests AGS have gained significant clarity
on their Jumli bean market strategy over the past 10 months. However, much work remains to be
done on streamlining operations, increasing efficiencies in cash flow management and improving
governance.
Insights
Limited value from establishing supply chains
Discussions with both BBSM and Saleways suggest AGS can expect annual orders between 10 and 15
MT. Extrapolating from this and assuming 100% growth in sales year-on-year, annual orders would be
at 300 MT by 2021. Given the Ministry of Agriculture’s estimate of quantities available for commercial
sales is 2000 MT+, CONNECT has concluded existing production is adequate to meet increases in
demand for Jumli beans within Nepal. AGS can easily source from the open market to meet demand
from its suppliers. Hence, neither AGS nor bean farmers in Jumla are likely to realise notable additional
benefits from investing in exclusive supply chain relationships.
Poor capacity to conduct professional relationships and deliver customer service
Being a young trading business owned by first generation entrepreneurs, AGS struggles with being a
customer facing organisation and appreciating the importance of delivering value. Examples include: (i)
booking of the bean consignment from Jumla to Kathmandu on public transport without an AGS
representative accompanying, prior intimation to the buyer/s and CONNECT who was the
intermediary, (ii) organising transshipment of cargo from the central bus stand to buyer warehouses,
(iii) responding impolitely to feedback from buyers on quality and (iv) chasing payments prior to
submitting invoices.
Transport costs will determine competitiveness
The retail trial has clearly demonstrated transport costs will determine the competitiveness of Jumli
Beans within its product category. Neither CONNECT nor AGS were able to source space on a
combined load truck to transport beans from Jumla to Kathmandu. In the end AGS used public
transport. If beans had been brought to Kathmandu in a single 10-ton truck, transportation cost would
7

BBSM stores: Anamnagar, Balaju, Bharatpur, Butwal, Chuchepati, Dharan, Kalanki, Koteshwor, Krishna Galli, Maharajgunj, Pokhara,
UWTC.
8
Saleways stores: Hattigaunda, Kumaripati, Maharajgunj, Satdobata, Sitapaila.
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be lower by NPR 7 - 7.5/kg from current cost of NPR 13/kg. This could potentially reduce MRP by up
to NRs 5/kg.
Part 2

Looking forward

Positive trends and priorities for year two of the partnership include:
AGS have received a repeat order for 3 MT of Jumli beans from BBSM.
AGS is run by a young, healthy, committed and ambitious husband and wife team, hence no further bench
grooming is being advised at this juncture for the business.
Extensive diversification without adequate prior planning of financial resources remains a weakness.
AGS is tempted by short term gains, struggling with understanding the potential upsides from adopting
a long term vision. CONNECT is encouraging AGS to invest its limited working capital in its core
business and refrain from diverting resources to realise short term ‘wins’ such as one time earnings
opportunities. As part of CONNECT’s strategic planning offer the team have invested considerably
on coaching the AGS proprietor Ms. Kathayat to articulate clear long term goals for the business.
Sorting beans mechanically and washing them in water before delivering would significantly improve
the quality of beans. This requires AGS to invest in infrastructure such as the purchase of a bean sorting
and washing machine.
AGS must develop a culture of regular follow up with retailers, be willing to launch interventions such
as wholesale festival and seasonal offers and respond to sluggish demand with sampling events and
return options for damaged / expired products, providing better customer services overall to establish
sustainable business relationships with large retail chains. AGS requires support for two to three sales
cycles to learn and build its capability to develop and retain commercial business relationships.
Given these observations and the bean retail off-take analysis CONNECT’s partnership with AGS will
be realigned to focus support on:
➢

Strategic Planning:
▪ develop a quality product – uniform size and color, with clear knowledge of product origin;
▪ enroll AGS as a supplier and strengthen the direct relationship between AGS and BBSM,
Saleways and other national and regional retail chains; and
▪ improve AGS’s customer facing and negotiation capabilities to secure good prices and
payment terms.

➢

Facilitating access to finance to build infrastructure and improve cleaning and sorting of beans.

➢

Increasing in-store visibility of Jumli beans by working with retailers to improve product
marketing.

CONNECT intends to gently withdraw from the AGS partnership on realising the above goals,
delivering a sustainable Jumli beans business managed by a responsible entrepreneur in Jumla Bazaar
within F.Y. 2017 – 18.
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MSME #2
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #2 Unilever Nepal Limited (UNL)
20 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

The first year of the UNL partnership has generated reasonable evidence to validate CONNECT’s
original hypotheses. The partnership was scaled-up mid-year on the back of strong demand from
women in CONNECT districts to participate in this business and due to UNL’s increased confidence
in CONNECT’s capacity to help them build out their rural sales network.
There was overwhelming response to the recruitment drive for an additional 500 HDs, further
evidence that women are hungry for financially self-sustaining opportunities. To date, 382 HDs, across
six districts have been appointed and 228 of them are actively trading with total billing to date of NPR
3,332,558.
Markers of success include:
✓
✓
✓

Over 90% of the original 100 HDs are still engaged, an impressive retention rate and above
average for the UNL network.
Of the 228 HDs trading, 41% have done 2 or more rounds of billing.9
Self-declared profit to date ranges from NPR 200 to 13,000.

A key discovery has been the self-investing capacity of HDs to start-up. While the extent to which
HDs have been able to mobilise capital varies across districts, our initial analysis suggests start up loans
are not essential for HDs to commence trading. Hence, we have discussed with UNL and PBL and
jointly realigned our access to finance strategy to offer loans to HDs who demonstrate capacity for
and interest to scale.10
As a result of the HD business vector being a relatively low priority at the central level, UNL are slow
to ramp up capacity to operate independently. They require support to strengthen capacity and
governance at the field level. There is also work to be done to reduce risks, primarily in addressing
supply chain gaps and distributors’ margins under the new UNL product distribution model launched
5 – 6 months earlier.
Insights
Difficulties in accessing appropriate stock and transportation costs a barrier to profitable trade
There is anecdotal evidence that HDs are spending large portions of their profit on transportation
costs. Due to the value to weight ratio of UNL products the average, maximum back / head load HDs
can carry is NPR 8000. Profit from a consignment of this size is likely to range between NPR 960 and
NPR 1500 and, where available, public transportation is expensive. For trading to be sustainable UNL
must ease access to stock and offer solutions to reduce transportation costs.
Changes to UNL’s distribution strategy will establish suppliers closer to HDs making it easier for them
to access stock. However, in the short term the new approach to distribution and resulting departure
of existing distributors has created gaps in the network that have impacted HDs’ turnover. To resolve
this, CONNECT have facilitated the appointment of 3 Star Sellers.11 More are needed, further down
Some HDs started trading as recently as May. Looking at HDs that have been trading for 3 months or more, 88% have done 2 or more
rounds of billing.
10 The HDs will be encouraged and expected to self-invest in stock for the first six rounds of billing and / or until they achieve NPR 40,000
in sales. On reaching this milestone CONNECT along with local UNL team will support the HD in negotiations to procure credit from
dealer / distributor / stockist and where feasible scale-up loans from Financial Institutions.
9

11

Star Sellers are VDC level distributors in UNL’s new system.
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corridors in remote areas.
Strengthening capacity of HDs to analyse market preferences will improve their efficiency in stocking the right
products
For HDs to increase turnover and profit they must maximise rotation of their investment. It is difficult
to liquidate stock when product pack sizes do not match market demand. And where HDs are
operating on credit from distributors they are incurring significant costs, hence quick sales turnaround
is critical. Understanding what sells in deep, rural markets, increasing capacity of HDs to be
commercially discerning in order placement and ensuring sufficient and timely supply of appropriate
stock is crucial for the success of the HD model.
UNL distributors do not carry stock exclusively for HDs resulting in insufficient supply of fast moving
and lower priced units that are in high demand in HD markets. A loss in sales for both parties.
Part 2

Looking forward

UNL, in partnership with CONNECT will appoint, recruit and activate 600 HDs by December 2018.
Though UNL is well established, the management of the HD programme requires backstopping.
CONNECT will work closely with the UNL communications team to raise the profile of HDs within
Unilever globally as this could potentially benefit the UNL CONNECT initiative by galvanizing
increased commitment from the company’s local leadership to strengthen and scale the network.
Winning Collaboration Champion of the Year at the ACE Consulting and Engineering Awards 2017
for this partnership is the first milestone in implementing this strategy.
UNL have appointed 3 local supervisors and 2 senior supervisors across CONNECT districts.
However, due to lack of sufficient experience in community engagements, geography, and inadequate
training, CONNECT have been heavily supporting the recruitment of HDs and monitoring of
supervisors. Capacity building of supervisors is necessary and continuous engagement with national
and regional teams is required to make them realise the need for close monitoring of local supervisors.
CONNECT will work closely with UNL to put in place a system for: (i) forecasting HD sales and
closely coordinating between HD supervisors and UNL distributors to plan stock orders to enhance
sales; and (ii) extending monsoon credit.
CONNECT will monitor HD activity levels and offer to facilitate loans from PBL to those
demonstrating the potential and commitment to scale their businesses further.
To offer additional lines of incomes and de-risk the HDs, CONNECT will continue to explore
opportunities to expand their ‘basket of goods’. We are currently in negotiations with:
➢ PBL to authorise HDs to operate as BLB agents, receiving fees for services delivered;
➢ Bottlers Nepal Limited (Coca Cola) to authorise HDs to sell their products and receive sales and
marketing training;
➢ Ncell for the sale of sim and recharge cards; and
➢ Kalpavriksha for adding solar lamps and women’s hygiene products.
While CONNECT’s role as a linking agent continues to remain vital, our goal is to withdraw from direct
engagement with HDs and reduce our day-to-day interactions with the HD team to scheduled,
structured meetings by the end of F.Y. 2017 - 18, and placing the HD network fully in the care of UNL
as a sustainable commercial relationship.
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MSME #3
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #3 Belpata Dairy Cooperative (BDC)
7 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

CONNECT’s hypotheses are well on their way to being validated. Strategically located trade hubs
enabling collection of milk from remote and scattered milk production pockets, purchase contracts,
bank accounts and livestock insurance combined are proving to be an enticing offer for producers.
During the year BDC expanded its supply chain and trade significantly by increasing collection to
33,261 litres i.e. approximately 60% growth from baseline data.12
Milestones achieved during F.Y. 2016 – 17 include:
✓
✓
✓
✓

185 buy-back contracts in place.
Access to finance offer in process with 21 bank accounts opened for long term DSSs.
38 livestock insurance policies delivered.
Increased risk appetite for herd expansion amongst DSSs.

BDC is well poised to achieve significant scale in F.Y. 2017 – 18.
Insights
Recruitment and retention of reliable, quality human resources a challenge
Within the budgets viable for BDC, procuring quality and reliable manpower has proven a challenge.
Motivating the JTAs appointed during the CONNECT partnership has been expensive, requiring
constant monitoring and continuous training from the CONNECT team. The problem has been
compounded by the absence of full time commitment to managing operations from the senior
management team. The appointment of an operations and accounts manager is critical to embed best
practices and efficient functioning.
Timely procurement will determine success
Milk being a perishable product, is time sensitive. Reliable transport mechanisms are crucial. Ideally
milk ought to be stored and cooled within 1 hour of milking and not longer than 3 hours from harvest.
Farmers need to be educated on the quality linked price value proposition
The market for milk in Dailekh is unregulated. As there is a shortage of supply, local traders buy at
fixed prices per litre without conducting quality checks. This has destroyed the quality consciousness
in the market, giving room for the rise of water adulteration as a common practice from which
producers profit. Dilution ratios are as high as 1 : 0.5. Hence, BDC’s lacto – fat content based pricing
structure often acts as a deterrent to securing suppliers. 13 BDC will have to invest medium term in
educating potential DSSs on the value proposition14 for supplying genuine product and joining the
quality linked pricing mechanism, which they have successfully implemented with current DSSs.
Part 2

Looking forward

Given the discovery of existing untapped sources of production within the district there is strong scope
for rapid scale up of BDC’s milk collection activities. We are directing our resources to build Dullu as a
Baseline recorded as 20,837 litres. Total collection as on 15 June 2017 is 33,261 litres. Sales revenue has increased by 52%.
For example, farmers in Dullu currently sell milk without checks for lacto content at NPR 50 per litre. BDC’s pricing structure offers NPR 1.4 per
LR, in range with Nepal Dairy Corporation’s policy of NPR 1.2 per LR. By this method, farmers will get NPR 42 per litre i.e. – NPR 8 for an LR of
30.0 which is the average LR for cow’s milk.
14 Taking a long-term view on building their supply chain, BDC are supporting DSSs to gain access to finance, loans to increase herd sizes and subsidised
livestock insurance while also offering technical training to increase milk harvests.
12
13
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major Trade Hub for BDC. CONNECT plans to facilitate daily increase in collection of 400 litres over
the next year taking daily total output to 600 litres, achieving 85% capacity utilisation of the Chupra
plant.
Much work is to be done to strengthen BDC’s management and capacity of the team which is reflected
by the 2.2 score against Operations in the Business Health Scorecard.15
In F.Y. 2017 – 18 CONNECT will support BDC to achieve progress in key areas including:
➢ Recruitment of key personnel: operations cum accounts manager to be appointed and contracts
with transporters to be renegotiated.
➢ Improve the offer to DSSs: BDC to invest in incentivising commercialisation within its DSSs by
improving YVs capacity to support on-farm, securing GoN subsidised livestock insurance products
for them, facilitating loans for herd expansion and linking up with reliable sources for cattle
purchase.
➢ Pilot YVs as an alternative to full time staff: Select high-performing YVs and invest in a 45-day
Village Animal Health Worker (VAHW) training for them in collaboration with DLSO. The
mobilising and training of YVs is expected to improve field level coordination between DSSs and
BDC as well as result in better farm and animal care practices. Also, CONNECT will try to include
service related revenue streams for YVs in the next year.
➢ Smoothening the supply chain: putting in place monitoring systems at each stage of the process to
ensure quality is maintained.
➢ Feed: capacity build DSSs on cultivation, stocking and use of grass as feed reducing cost of
production.
➢ Harvesting: increase awareness of good farm practices i.e. hygiene, milking procedures, milk
handling and post-milking product care.
➢ Quality: strengthen LR based collection of milk and reduce storage time to less than 48 hours at
4 degrees Celsius across all trade hubs.
➢ Transportation: put in place schedules for pickup from trade hubs and monitor adherence strictly.
➢ Value-add product: Focus only on paneer as it has higher profit margins than milk.16
➢ Buyer portfolio: increase the number of institutional buyers.
➢ Trade Hubs to be improved: BDC to invest in smaller capacity milk cooling and storage equipment
to improve THs’ capacity to increase collection.
CONNECT will realign investments to support procurement of assets for trade hubs and in acquiring
strategic human resources such as an accounts cum operations manager and lab technician.

15
16

Please refer Annex 1
Profit margins are as follows: Paneer 70%, Milk 43% and Curd 11%.
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #4 Pawan Agriculture Collection Centre (PACC)
7 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

With CONNECT’s support PACC has doubled its supply chain from 11 to 28 MBCs including 581
DSSs in F.Y 2016 - 17. They have also expanded their client base, channeling products to local markets,
the most recent client acquisition Regmi Mandi being a vendor in Dailekh Bazaar with whom PACC
has signed a one-year agreement for sale of 73 MT of fresh vegetables. This timely addition to the
value chain ensures reliable markets for the increased production expected in the forthcoming season
and is a big step towards addressing dependence on imports from the Terai market – all validating
CONNECT’s hypotheses and observations in the original mini-ToC.17
Significant ‘wins’ during the year include:
✓

✓

✓

A CONNECT facilitated one year agreement between PACC and HSPC18 for the purchase of
154.5 kgs of reliable quality vegetable seed, invoice value NPR 83,885. These seeds will be used
by the 581 farmers in PACC’s downstream supply chain to plant 54.1 hectares of land - a
collaboration that will improve the quality of local produce.
CONNECT joined hands with IFAD funded High Value Agriculture Project in Hill and Mountain
Areas (HVAP) to scale-up commercial activities in 3 PACC MBCs. With CONNECT’s technical
support and HVAP’s financial support, 76 DSSs are being provided with pond irrigation, poly
sheets for plastic houses, drip irrigation, mulching sheets, sprinklers and plastic crates. The coinvestment leveraged from HVAP (NPR 3,268,564) and DSSs (NPR 721,006) will address PACC
DSSs’ constraints to commercial off-season vegetable farming.
Gained the buy-in of PACC YVs to introduce size grading and quality linked pricing in buy-back
contracts.

Insights
Commercialisation still a novel idea
Farmers need to be supplied technical and commercial advisory, as well as agricultural inputs to gain
the confidence to engage intentionally in commercial production. PACC is currently supplying seeds
and other inputs on credit to DSSs and deducting the credit at the time of collection. YVs have the
potential to be catalysts accelerating commercialisation of DDSs through mobilising, educating on the
benefits of targeted vegetable farming, especially to newly formed MBCs, focusing on high-value offseason farming and teaching basic business concepts such as cost of production and minimum viable
price.
Part 2

Looking Forward

We have made fair progress on strengthening PACC within the 10-month period of partnership.
PACC’s ambition is to achieve sufficient scale to meet year-round local and some off-season regional
demand. There are strong growth prospects for PACC medium term as the full absorption capacity of
the local market is an unknown, given the high dependence on imports.
The CONNECT partnership will focus on strengthening PACC in a handful of key areas in F.Y. 2017
– 18:
➢ Facilitate collaborations: CONNECT will facilitate the full delivery of IFAD funded HVAP’s support
CONNECT developed mini theories of change for each of its pilots which included an analysis of the operating environment and macro factors
likely to impact / accelerate progress.
18 CONNECT MSME #4
17
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to PACC DSSs.
➢ Quality-based pricing: Amend MBC contracts to include size and quality linked pricing options for
DSSs.
➢ Increase production of high-value off-season fresh vegetables: Facilitate an agreement between
PACC and Regmi Mandi for off-season production, focusing on high-value vegetables and introduce
a fixed minimum floor price in DSS contracts for off-season vegetable supply.
➢ Build up the upstream market: With vegetable production increasing, a result of supply chain
expansion and investment in infrastructure, PACC will need support to increase its vendor base
to avoid dependence on a few buyers.
➢ Access to finance: Guide PACC to open a bank account, channel commercial transactions through
banks, reduce cash dealings, establish credit history and support to procure working capital limit of
NPR 5 lakhs to offer inputs to its DSSs.
We are confident PACC will reach optimal operational scale and sustainability in the next year,
allowing us to retire the pilot once the proposed business strategies are in place and being
implemented.
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #5 Organic Mountain Flavor (OMF)
7 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

Progress to date indicates CONNECT’s original hypotheses are well on their way to being validated.
By formalising relationships between ginger producers and OMF, supporting organic certification and
establishing a processing facility proximate to growing areas we are seeing an increase in farmers’
confidence and risk appetite to expand commercial production in and around Doti. Anecdotal
evidence suggests farmers retained more stocks of seed to plant more ginger in the upcoming season.
Milestones achieved during F.Y. 2016 – 17 include:
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Total exports have grown by 24% year-on-year.
OMF has established a second processing facility in Sahajpur, Kailali where 24 MT of raw ginger
has been procured locally and processed to date, and increased its processing capacity, from 750
MT in 2016 to 950 MT in 2017.
Existing buyer relationships are scaling up with deliveries to Bergwerff Organic India Pvt. Ltd.
increasing from 52.14 MT in F.Y. 2015 – 16 to 68 MT this year.19
New markets discovered with 6.48 MT in the export pipeline to new buyers Martin Bauer20 in
Germany.
The company is in the final stages of procuring organic certification from ECOCERT for 1050 ha
farmed by 1726 DSSs.
A new banking relationship has been developed and larger working capital limits secured to enable
scale-up.

OMF has also made progress on enabling financial inclusion for its DSSs. Working closely with
CONNECT’s nodal banking partner PBL, 321 bank accounts have been delivered to downstream
ginger suppliers in Dhangadhi and Surkhet of which 117 ginger producers have received VCF loans of
NPR 2.99 million.
The business will turn profitable in F.Y. 2016 – 17. OMF has significant growth prospects, given its
strong leadership, active support of investors, full order book, community mobilisation capabilities,
and the successful establishment of a new processing facility. Poor working capital requirement
forecasting, connected cash flow pressures, an absent middle management and the CEO’s
preoccupations with other businesses are vulnerabilities impacting efficient functioning.
Insights
Decentralised level 1 processing model to consolidate the supply chain and accelerate scale
Farms are spread deep down Sahajpur corridor. As the ratio for raw to dried ginger is 7 kgs to 1 kg,
farmers will save 1 – 2 days and benefit from lighter carrying loads, while OMF can realise up to 85%
in transport cost savings if processing is done closer to production areas. And, local community buyin to the partnership would be significantly enhanced.
Simplifying banking processes and establishing BLBs critical for sustainable access to finance
The physical act of connecting farmers to their bank accounts has been a herculean task in CONNECT
working areas.21 Even as we work hard to mobilise the bank and OMF to deliver bank accounts and
19 51.48

MT of ginger exported cumulative May 2017. 21 MT of turmeric in the pipeline for export.
Projected export quantities.
As travel costs from farm to bank are heavy, ranging between NPR 800 – 1200 CONNECT convinced the bank to deploy teams to deliver bank
accounts and loans near farm gates. Settlements are dispersed with limited road access down the Sahajpur corridor. Hence, farmers were invited to
convene at select road heads in Barchain, Kaule and BP Nagar to meet with the bank and walked 2 – 4 hours (one way) to this venue.
20
21
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loans to ginger farmers, serious doubts remain on how feasible it is for them to meaningfully engage
and transact, given the distances between their homes and bank locations, poor roads and unreliable
mobile connectivity.
It has been equally challenging to inspire and mobilise the bank to act, as regional branches tend not
to have adequate human resources to manage large volumes of small value accounts.22 Add remoteness
of clients, connected time and operational costs incurred by the bank to deliver these loans to this
bag of barriers23 and it raises further concerns about their commitment to and capacity for sustainable
engagement.
Current regulatory requirements for opening bank accounts are not friendly to the poor, illiterate,
rural women and remotely located.24 CONNECT’s strategy to subsidise mobilisation costs and deploy
manpower to support the process have been necessary to get the job done.
Part 5

Looking forward

We expect 2017 – 18 to be a pivotal year for the business, making progress in core areas such as
organic certification, financial sustainability including the merger of sister concern The Organic Valley
with OMF, improved governance, expanded product basket, export strategy put in place with new
buyers and markets added, and increase in revenues.
Specific goals include:
➢

Support a valuation exercise, facilitate negotiations and seek the merger of The Organic Valley
with OMF, the two companies the CEO is heavily involved with. This will strengthen the brand,
secure investor interests, and incentivise the CEO to fully focus on the growth of the combined
entity.25

➢

Introducing a 2-stage processing system:
▪ Establishing 1 – 2 smaller satellite facilities for washing, cutting and drying ginger and turmeric
deep within production zones in a joint OMF-community ownership model.
▪ Sahajpur facility to serve as central cleaning, hand picking, quality control, packing, labelling
and storage facility. Expected benefits include increased loyalty from suppliers, local jobs and
reducing middlemen / local / Indian trader activity.

➢

Broaden product portfolio to include collection and processing of turmeric, chillies and mustard
to reduce risks associated with single product dependence and maximise all year capacity
utilisation of processing plants.

➢

Work with the bank and DFID funded Sakchyam to establish a BLB facility supported by mobile
banking agents within client communities.

Prabhu Bank Limited’s Dhangadhi branch acquired 170 loan accounts over a 7-year span of operations. With the CONNECT partnership 248 loan
accounts were opened within three months.
23 The bank team made multiple trips with transport support from CONNECT, driving 5 – 6 hours to meet with farmers to complete bank account
opening forms, loan documents and deliver cheque books.
24 Majority of farmers do not have the full set of documents required for opening bank accounts in-hand. Onerous multi-step documentation processes
(KYC form, name of grandfather which women struggled more with tracing, account opening form, loan deed, letter of disbursement, purchase
agreement between buyer and farmer, photos of account holder, copy of citizenship certificate, nominee details, 2 witnesses for executing loan deeds)
and lack of access to infrastructure to organise the documents (photo and print facilities) act as deterrents to participation. CONNECT and OMF
teams offered heavy support to facilitate including the use of programme mobile phones to take photos of account holders and citizenship documents
which were then printed and added to individual forms prior to submitting to the bank. Bank and partner teams had to enquire with community
members to learn names of grandfather to complete forms of many women applicants. All documents were cleaned by OMF and CONNECT teams
prior to submission to the bank. Out of 130 loan application forms submitted, PBL accepted 117 and returned 13 as incomplete.
25 Samir Newa, CEO will be a direct shareholder in the combined entity and jointly with his wife have significant equity holdings.
22
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➢

Develop the strategy and finalise the product basket for the acquisition of international markets.26

➢

Support a valuation exercise, facilitate negotiations and complete the merger of The Organic
Valley with OMF, the two companies the CEO is heavily involved with. This will strengthen the
brand, secure investors, and incentivise the CEO to fully focus on the growth of the combined
entity.27

➢

Plan well in time to deliver next year’s VCF by 15 April 2018 to help farmers buy more seed and
expand production areas.

CONNECT is supporting an export market discovery exercise and development of a 3 – 5 year international market strategy in partnership with
Exeter University’s OnePlanetMBA programme. A student consultant is working with OMF for 8 weeks (June – July 2017), spending 3 weeks incountry to develop this report.
27 Samir Newa, CEO will be a direct shareholder in the combined entity and jointly with his wife have significant equity holdings.
26
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #6 Dadeldhura Farmers Cooperative Society Limited (DAFACOS)
7 September 2017– 31 May 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

CONNECT’s partnership with DAFACOS delivered mixed results. Progress against targets for the
period have been achieved strengthening our hypothesis that facilitating partnership agreements
between producers and MSMEs will lead to increased production of high quality seeds. We expected
to see a significant demonstration effect that would attract more famers to invest in the commercial
seed farming sub-sector, which has not been the case. The challenge has been in building a culture and
mindset committed to sustainability.
During the year DAFACOS expanded its downstream supply chain from Dadeldhura to Doti, Achham
and Bajura and exceeded procurement targets with CONNECT support. However, inconsistent postmobilisation engagement with DSSs resulted in a weak winter season, with seed collection at 2.7 MT
from 17 MBCs. Price negotiations with two cooperatives managing seven MBCs with 125 DSSs in
Bajura and Doti failed, resulting in the loss of an opportunity to secure 31 MT, as suppliers decided to
sell to third parties. DAFACOS has required heavy follow-up and monitoring throughout the year to
deliver on its promise to engage with its DSSs.
We have struggled with building a culture of ownership and accountability for decisions amongst the
cooperative’s executive Committee and the Manager. Evidence to-date suggests the leadership and
work culture within DAFACOS is unlikely to improve in the medium term, factors that severely limit
the potential for steering the organisation towards achieving sustainability.
Insights
Good systems do not imply good governance
Poor management decisions and ill-advised investments are depleting cash reserves which could be
utilised as working capital. Allured by offers of support from donor programmes that require coinvestment, DAFACOS has made poor investment decisions such as investing in non-core assets such
as a Mahindra mini-truck to deploy for commercial cargo hire and in permanent warehousing
structures for seed storage and a grading machine along with Raising Incomes of Small and Medium
Farmers Project (RISMFP) which arrived at DAFACOS on 19 January 2017. The storage is under
utilised28 and the management remains unclear on date of utilisation for the grading machine as it’s
processing capacity (250 kg/hr) is too high for DAFACOS’s current needs. Although not in use to date
due to unavailability of a 3-phase electricity line, operating this machine for current volumes will result
in heavy electricity bills with significant impact on cost of production.
Lure of short term gains a big road block to sustainability
DAFACOS has sufficient DSSs and cash flows to spring from being a seed collection cooperative to a
branded seed supplier servicing wholesale and retail clients in the region and nationally. Weak bench
strength and the Executive Committee’s inability to see the benefits of committing to being tied to a
future beyond their three-year term in management are holding DAFACOS back from being able to
unlock its full potential.
Transparency is interpreted in many ways
Transparency and timely communication are other weak areas. On more than one occasion
CONNECT has learned of DAFACOS’s engagement with other partners from market sources. When
asked, DAFACOS’s position has been wide ranging from ‘we thought we mentioned it’ to ‘it was only
one-time support’.
28

The warehouse with maximum capacity of 200 MT has stored a maximum of 30MT and aggregated 100 MT in total.
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Long term donor support reduces potential for sustainability
DAFACOS has benefitted from continuous support from GoN and donor programmes for several
years. Having reasonably mastered the art of meeting institutional reporting requirements they have
earned a reputation as a donor darling, and tend to get offered support from many fronts.29
We had originally assessed DAFACOS as well placed to take their success to CONNECT districts
with good return on investment given the infrastructure already in place. The lack of appreciation of
the opportunity CONNECT provides for the organisation to become independent and sustainable has
been a surprise, given that the unified message of the leadership and management team in multiple
rounds of discussion prior to initiating the partnership consistently assured us that our goals were
aligned. Our current due diligence processes are not set-up to discover potential partners’
perspectives on donor funding. For example. ‘free money’ chasing and political ambitions of executive
committee members are new discoveries that have caused CONNECT to review and change our
position.
Part 2

Looking forward

CONNECT has initiated the wind-down of our partnership and expects to complete formalities by 30
June 2017.
As we exit this partnership we take away valuable insights and lessons including:
➢ Market systems programmes can improve the efficiency of due diligence by undertaking a rigorous
analysis of the impact of previous support; and
➢ Look harder for less visible signs and behaviors to glean key motivators when assessing potential
partners.
We also leave DAFACOS with strategic guidance on the quickest route to sustainability for their
business:
➢ Focus on one product: Consolidate the core business of seed production. Beware of being led by
investors offering cash support on their terms and being distracted by short term profit
opportunities such as fresh vegetable collection and transport.30
➢ Build the last mile supply chain: Having invested in creating 3,888 sq. feet of storage space and in a
high-volume grading machine, DAFACOS would be well advised to invest in a packaging machine
to be adequately equipped to pilot branded sales.31 This would offer improved prices on the back
of guaranteed quality, expand market share and de-risk the business from dependence on a handful
of commercial buyers.32

Donor programme due diligence processes should include a documenting of history of previous support, preferably verified directly with previous
partners. Undertaking an analysis of the sustainability of prior efforts before entering into partnership could throw up valuable insights.
30 During the year DAFACOS diverted working capital to invest in a Mahindra mini-truck for vegetable business, which was unsuccessful, ran it as
cargo on demand, chalked up losses and now remains unused without a driver.
31 The through-put of the RISMFP supported grading machine is 250 kg per hour. DAFACOS purchases 117 MT of seed annually.
32 Nimakol Kathmandu, Pokhara Seed Company, Modern Agro Technology, Sakura Agro Seed, Pashupati Agrovet Jhapa.
29
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #7 Shoba Traders & Order Suppliers (STOS)
7 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

Reflecting on the first year of CONNECT’s partnership with STOS we find limited evidence to support
our original hypotheses of partnerships having the impact of transforming the trading landscape for
small poultry farmers in Doti.
CONNECT has discovered:
➢ Local producers’ supply decisions are influenced by ruling prices in the Terai i.e. when there is a
shortage of supply in the Terai, regional traders make one time offers to buy from small producers
in more distant districts such as Doti at higher prices. STOS DSSs have been tempted by these
opportunities for realising higher margins and some have rescinded contractual obligations when
prices are bullish.
➢ While the offer of subsidised poultry feed from STOS continues to interest producers, there
appears to be lesser appetite for buy-back contracts.
However, STOS’s proprietor remains committed to building his supply chain by offering subsidised
feed and buy-back contracts, as well as expanding product lines by scaling up the production of value
added offerings such as chicken sukuti.
Retail demand is robust with current transaction levels at NPR 100,000 per day at STOS’s fresh meat
counter.
Significant milestones in F.Y. 2016 – 17 include:
✓ 16% growth in total sales (kg) year-on-year and 73% increase in revenue from sale of chicken.
✓ Establishing a supply chain of 20 DSSs with buy-back contracts in place.
✓ Purchases under buy-back contracts of 9 MT chicken from DSSs.
✓ 89.4 MT chicken feed supplied at subsidised rates to DSSs.
✓ Production facility for chicken sukuti set-up and 35 kgs sold to date.
The one area STOS is lagging is in building the capacity of the support team. The proprietor benefits
from experience in government having served as a police officer prior to establishing STOS. Hence,
he tends to directly execute more naturally than delegate. If STOS is to scale its fresh meat business
further and establish chicken sukuti as a new business vertical, they must place increased importance
on strengthening the support team.
Insights
DSSs breaking contractual arrangements
The local market for chicken is volatile and farmers are too often tempted by short term profits when
prices are favourable. This not only affects STOS’s supply but, where DSSs have purchased subsidised
feed on credit, the breaking of contractual agreements impacts STOS’s cash flow as was the case with
two of the larger DSSs in STOS’s supply chain earlier this year. With CONNECT’s intervention, both
DSSs have settled their debts with STOS, but the risk remains and work is to be done to build loyalty
between DSSs and STOS and increase accountability.
Subsidised feed offer, a key ingredient in unifying a fragmented producer community
Small poultry producers are particularly vulnerable to market volatilities. Limited holding capacity33
tempts them to respond to one off opportunities for quick profits, sometimes resulting in unwise sell
33

To invest and wait for 1 -2 seasons for returns.
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decisions and total losses.34
STOS’s offer of subsidised chicken feed to its DSSs at NPR 3/kg lower than prevailing market rates
appears successful, as demand for subsidised poultry feed is growing. We hope this unique offering
will incentivise farmers to be more considered in their commercial selling decisions.
Positive early response to chicken sukuti
STOS have sold 35 kgs of chicken sukuti since production commenced in December 2017. Early local
market response is positive. However, given strong retail demand for fresh meat STOS have not
committed to regular production of sukuti and continue to view sukuti as a conversion solution for
times when the price of fresh meat dips due to excess production in the Terai.
Heavy dependence on a small number of large contracts
The Nepal Army and Police are key buyers for STOS. Combined they account for 37% of STOS’s fresh
meat business. Though STOS has a good relationship with both buyers and has been supplying them
for over 5 years, the reliance on these large contracts presents a risk, as both contracts are awarded
annually through public procurement with highest points given for lowest value bids.
Insufficient local production to substitute imports
Chicken retailers from Dhangadhi and Mahendranagar set the price of chicken in Doti. Currently,
demand for chicken exceeds supply and STOS is sourcing from retailers from the Terai to meet its
order book.
An educated and entrepreneurial proprietor makes all the difference
STOS’s proprietor appreciates the value of investing in enduring 'wins' which has made implementing
sustainability principles and governance practices smooth.
Part 2

Looking forward

STOS has strongly refuted CONNECT’s assessment that interest amongst local poultry farmers to
participate in a formal supply chain and demand for buy-back contracts is weak. Following extensive
discussions on the optimal growth strategy we have jointly agreed the following priorities for F.Y.
2017-18:
➢

The next phase of DSS scale up to target farmers with flock sizes of less than 500, prioritising
women.

➢

STOS to play a significant role in identifying DSSs.

➢

A detailed calendar for JTA visits to farms to be maintained and feedback to CONNECT
submitted regularly.

➢

CONNECT to support procurement of enhanced working capital facilities to respond to the
growing demand for subsidised feed.35

➢

STOS to focus on developing chicken sukuti as an independent business vertical.36 And, consider
the feasibility of offering a minimum price guarantee along with the current offer of buy-back
contracts.

For example, allured by higher price offers, they sell on credit at higher prices to unknown buyers from the Terai and struggle / are unable to
recover dues. Many such farmers go bankrupt as they are dependent on liquidating stock to invest in the next production cycle.
35 Currently, STOS is struggling to continue the arrangement of buying feed in cash or 1 week credit and offering it to DSSs on 45-60 days credit.
With additional working capital in place, STOS can continue with plans to strengthen and scale up its downstream supply chain.
36 CONNECT’s assessment is this will reduce the overall risk the business carries from dependence on a few, large contracts.
34
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➢

CONNECT will support STOS to:
▪ assess local and regional demand for chicken sukuti;
▪ test product shelf life; and
▪ procure appropriate packaging technology.

➢

CONNECT aims for the chicken sukuti business to be up and running on or before 31st
December 2017 and to retire the pilot.

➢

CONNECT will undertake a mid-term review in November - December 2017 to assess STOS’s
actions to achieve the agreed strategy and steady demand from DSSs for our interventions. If
partner progress is unsatisfactory / DSSs are not keen, CONNECT will exit the partnership
sooner.
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #8 Shree Kunwar Kirana General Store (SKKGS)
7 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

CONNECT’s investment in SKKGS has performed well with the business achieving agreed targets for
the 10-month period ending 30 June 2017.
Sales and purchases have increased with the establishment of a branch in Mangalsen, eight new THs
and the acquisition of a jeep which has tackled collection constraints effectively. Buy-back contracts
offered at the end of this financial year are a record 415, adding 355 farmers to its supply chain.
These achievements while exceeding expectations have not been sufficient evidence to strengthen
CONNECT’s hypotheses. Vulnerable to dramatic price volatility and inflationary pressures the fresh
vegetables sector and market in the mid-hills has been more challenging to tackle than anticipated.
CONNECT had proposed increasing local production as a strategy to reduce imports of fresh
vegetables in Achham. We have since learned that competitiveness is a key barrier to import
substitution. Despite commercialisation to some degree, produce from the mid-hills remain less
competitive to the Terai, with price variance of NPR 10 – 15 per kg. Consequently, SKKGS price
offers often have not met DSS’s expectations, resulting in lesser benefits than hoped for from the buyback contract offer. Any competitive edge is seasonal, limited to the monsoon.
Insights
Small number of high value contracts more attractive to small businesses
While the proprietor is entrepreneurial, he is not an effective manager. He appreciates the value of
long term thinking, yet he struggles with balancing immediate business compulsions with investing in
enduring and replicable 'wins'. For example, his cash flows are typically blocked in credit extended to
the army and police forces against contracts for supply. This places enormous pressures on the
business which suffers from liquidity crunches throughout the year, with detrimental consequences
for sustainability and growth. SKKGS is unable to invest in critical capital assets like storage facilities
which would enable benefits such as scale-up and strategically timed selling to leverage positive price
trends.
Recruitment and retention of human resources a significant challenge for small businesses
SKKGS has been plagued with staff turnover. CONNECT has leveraged the RAP brand and networks
to support multiple rounds of recruitment for hiring two staff, who subsequently resigned. The
proprietor is heavily reliant on his spouse for day-to-day management. Having limited exposure and
formal education she struggles to appreciate the vital role of a technically qualified team to enable
scale, achieve sustainability and realise improved efficiencies. Hence the work environment is not
conducive to professional staff retention.
Targeted technical knowledge delivery necessary to enable smart decisions
We have now borne witness to our original thinking that the buy-back contract as a stand-alone
offering is insufficient to create lasting bonds between businesses and producers.37 A holistic solution
such as the full CONNECT package is necessary. CONNECT has worked with SKKGS to offer
commercial and technical advisory services to its DSSs. We hope improving farmers’ capacity to make
better decisions will help them access reliable markets and manage dull seasons to mitigate Terai
dumping effects by planning for higher returns during the monsoon season.

37

During the first year of our partnership, SKKGS’s downstream supply chain grew from 60 DSSs to 415 DSSs.
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Establishing supply chains in remote areas could offer competitive edge
It is less challenging to establish a lasting business relationship with DSSs located some distance away
from market hubs. SKKGS, being centrally located within Sanfe Bagar, Achham’s largest market center,
needs to work harder to build and retain loyalty within its supply chain located close to markets as
the DSSs are easily accessible to local competitors. Lured by short term gains, farmers break
contractual terms, engaging in site selling. We have seen the benefits PACC38 in Dailekh enjoys by
working deeper down rural road corridors with farmers who are remotely located.39
Part 5

Looking forward

SKKGS has formalised, consolidated and expanded its fresh vegetable supply chain with CONNECT’s
support. We have maximised our opportunity to strengthen SKKGS within a shorter time frame than
originally envisaged. Further investment is less likely to return sufficient incremental results to be value
for money. Hence, CONNECT will reduce and realign our investment outlay and exit the partnership
in F.Y. 2017 – 18.
Partnership goals for the next six months are:
➢ To identify, procure and deliver one short term storage solution.40
➢ Withdraw contributions towards staff salaries with effect from 1 July 2017.
➢ Deliver a market strategy workshop to YVs for dissemination to DSSs on producing commercially
for the off-season market.
➢ Work closely with SKKGS to add 1 -2 new buyers in upstream markets to reduce risk of
dependence on a few customers.
Expanding their customer base and establishing access to storage will improve SKKGSs bargaining
power, putting them well on their way to enduring sustainability and clearing the way for a successful
and smooth exit for CONNECT.

CONNECT MSME #4
As PACC is the sole collector in Pagnath VDC, DSSs would have to travel minimum one hour to get to any big market.
40 SKKGS has limited access to storage infrastructure hampering its capacity to purchase fresh vegetables such as onions and potatoes during season
and hold until prices rise prior to selling to feeder markets such as Dipayal for Doti, Dhangadhi for Kailali and neighbouring Martadi for Bajura. With
higher storage capacity SKKGS can bulk purchase, aggregate and offer single produce supplies at competitive prices, as minimum viable quantities for
large buyers is 8MT i.e. one truck load. Located between 3 big markets, Silgadhi-Dipayal, Mangalsen and Martadi, SKKGs has a unique, strategic,
competitive advantage to channel products, particularly in the off-season.
38
39
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MSME #9
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CONNECT MSME Business Performance Dashboard
MSME #9 Hatemalo Seed Promotion Cooperative (HSPC)
7 September 2016 – 30 June 2017
Part 1

Highlights for the period

Over the past 9 months, reasonable evidence has accrued to validate CONNECT’s hypotheses that
formalising supply relationships, expanding the supply chain, improving quality, productivity and access
to reliable markets will offer sustainable incomes for small farmers and opportunities for scale-up for
HSPC.
Milestones achieved during F.Y. 2016 – 17 include:
✓ 47% year-on-year increase in sales, growing from 21.7 MT to 32.1 MT.41
✓ Strengthened relationships with two large commercial seed companies and signing of new
agreements for the supply of larger volumes of vegetable and cereal seed.
✓ One-year agreements signed with PACC for supply of 154.5 kgs of seed at a total transaction value
of NPR 83,885,42 and with Nepal Agro Seed and Input Suppliers, Chitwan for 36.2 MT at a total
transaction value of NPR 2,170,000.
✓ Improved access to year-round irrigation for 159 DSSs financed by negotiating a winning model of
co-investment leveraging contributions from 5 stakeholders.43
✓ Completion of construction of a 70 MT capacity storage warehouse.
Insights
Expanding customer base must precede supply side investments for scale-up
While HSPC has strong relationships with Nepal Agro Seed and Input Suppliers & Sean Seed Service
Centre (11 MT, NPR 3.6 million), the fact remains 96% of its total revenue is dependent on demand
from two buyers, reducing the business’s negotiating power with them. Seed production from its DSSs
is expected to increase significantly as a result of the irrigation solution delivered. HSPC needs to
urgently add a minimum of 2 buyers to its current customer portfolio to mitigate demand related
risks.
Grooming bench strength is critical for health of proprietorial businesses
HSPC is run by the Chairperson, Mr. Bishnu Shahi. Mr Shahi is vested in the business and is building
family members into the support team. To grow the cooperative’s seed trading business, he needs to
increase bench strength. In reality this translates as the commitment and capacity of a father - son duo.
Mr Shahi’s son, Mr. Surya Bahadur Shahi has the right academic background and experience to follow
in his father’s footsteps and seems interested in making a long term commitment to the business.
Interim management arrangements have to be made during Mr. Shahi’s leave of absence to pursue
higher education.
Weather Index Linked insurance product necessary to de-risk
A recent pre-monsoon hail storm destroyed an estimated 30% of HSPC DSSs’ onion crops, leaving
farmers with heavy losses. As HSPC rolls out a production scale-up plan for its supply chain, expanding
its current offer to include crop insurance will become key to gain farmers’ buy-in44.

Source: CONNECT database baseline numbers as on September 2016.
CONNECT MSME #4.
43 Co-investment amounts are CONNECT NPR 10L (43%), Communities NPR 9.6 L (41%), DADO NPR 2L (9%), Janapriya Cooperative NPR 1L
(4%) and VDC 0.7 L (3%). It is expected these irrigation facilities will enable farmers to increase production focusing on higher value seeds such as
onion seeds.
44 In the absence of holistic solutions that include risk mitigation, farmers are less likely to make bigger bets such as expanding areas under production
and focusing on single high value crops.
41
42
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Part 2

Looking forward

All indicators suggest HSPC is well placed to successfully scale-up and carve out a leadership position
as a quality seed producer in the mid-west of Nepal within the next two years. The business has strong
experience and knowledge of vegetable and cereal seed production and trade, and understands
vegetable seeds are more profitable. Being strategically located within a high potential farming area,
HSPC has the potential to add 50+ MBCs from eight neighboring VDCs.
CONNECT will work closely with HSPC in F.Y. 2017 – 18 to achieve the following goals:
➢ Expand customer base by linking HSPC to buyers in Kathmandu and Chitwan and negotiating
annual price linked orders.
➢ Strengthen staff team adequately to deliver expansion plans.
➢ Balance supply side scale-up with customer acquisition.
➢ Explore feasibility of piloting weather index or other crop insurance products for seeds.45
HSPC’s management and CONNECT are aligned on HSPC’s strategy for growth in F.Y. 2017 – 18.
Together we will focus first and foremost on discovering new markets and acquiring customers,
following which HSPC will roll out its supply chain expansion plans.

Beema Samiti, the Insurance Board of Nepal, launched a weather based insurance product for small farmers on 3 July 2016 which offers farmers
75% subsidy. We have learned DFID funded Sakchyam programme is piloting a similar product with Shikhar Insurance Company Ltd. for apple crops
in Jumla. We hope to link up with the Insurance Board and / or Shikhar to offer this product to HSPC’s supply chain.
45
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Enabling Environment
Part 1

Highlights for the period

CONNECT’s Enabling Environment work has been a mixed bag of success and learning in year one of
our implementation. We are seeing the positive impact of our innovations such as the YV initiative
and FECs and take away valuable lessons from our partnership with ISN.
EE #2 Yuva Vayus (YVs)
The idea of YVs as in-community volunteers has gained traction amongst our MSME partners within
six months of launching the intervention. Women who have been offered this opportunity have
expressed interest, enthusiastically stepping up to take on leadership roles within our MSME partners’
supply chains. The 427 YVs appointed to date have completed stage one training and will graduate to
stage two as CONNECT enters its second year. The innovative YV initiative, developed as an
alternative to traditional social mobilisers is building an army of strong women who are assets to their
supply chains, evidenced by the value attributed to these women by our partners.
EE #1 Idea Studio Nepal (ISN)
Over the course of our partnership with ISN it became clear that ISN in the current iteration does
not have the capacity to deliver the full scope of our partnership, as originally conceived. Further
investment from CONNECT is neither necessary for ISN to continue operations nor offers good
return on investment for us at this time, as much of ISN’s work is at the Kathmandu level, whereas
CONNECT’s focus is on strengthening the EE in our districts. Acknowledging ISN’s lack of capacity
to deliver its offer in CONNECT work areas and after several rounds of consultation with ISN,
CONNECT realigned and reduced its three-year investment offer from $75,000 to $34,185 in
November 2016, pulling back on core funding and strategic support budget lines. Subsequently, at the
end of year one it was agreed that future support to ISN will be limited to promoting ISN and pipelining
ideas from CONNECT districts. Financial support ceased with effect from 30 June 2017.
EE #7 Future Entrepreneurs Clubs (FEC)
In partnership with National Academy of Science and Technology, Dhangadhi and Narayan Campus,
Dailekh CONNECT has established two, student led, FECs to create platforms that inspire youth,
enable them to develop business ideas and share with broader networks to access mentoring and
incubation support. Combined, the clubs have 95 student members.
EE #3 District Chamber of Commerce & Industry (DCCI)
CONNECT have been successful in advocating for policy reform within DCCIs; our reform paper
‘Female Representation on District Chamber of Commerce & Industry Executive Committees’ which
recommends a minimum reservation of 33% for women members of the DCCI Executive Committee
has been passed by two districts, Dailekh and Doti during the year.
EE #6 University of Exeter OnePlanet MBA
Through this unique collaboration CONNECT is strategically leveraging global talent to support our
MSMEs, while offering students from British institutions opportunities to work with SMEs in Nepal.
CONNECT has linked one student from the OnePlanetMBA programme to work with OMF to
undertake an international market discovery exercise, strengthen business development capabilities
and author an export market strategy for ginger and other organic food and spice products from
Nepal which will be delivered in September 2017.
Insights
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Through our partnership with ISN we have learned two important lessons – how we can build better
value for money into partnership structures in our EE portfolio and new ways of leveraging our assets
for broader impact.
With this new knowledge CONNECT moved forward to reshape EE interventions during the year,
expanding reach and impact in multiple ways:
1. Entering a partnership with KUSOM to deliver rural business bootcamps to 10 SME businesses in
the Mid and Far West through their Rural Enterprise Services (RES) Programme. 10 KUSOM MBA
student consultants paired with 10 businesses to complete their RES (an MBA course
requirement).
2. Working directly with two colleges in the Mid and Far West, establishing FECs.
3. Stepping away from one big ticket investment in a business incubator, CONNECT will offer our
platforms, infrastructure and networks in the Mid and Far West as a vehicle for multiple partners
and use our resources to make the connections between aspiring entrepreneurs in our districts
and incubators in the capital, realising better value for money.
Early observations from our FEC in Dhangadhi suggest young women are less vocal and less confident
in taking on leadership roles. In planning the club’s first event it was the President and the Secretary
(both men) that were in contact. In response, CONNECT has proposed the role of the President,
Vice President and Secretary be written into the club’s constitution and meeting formats, including
speaking roles, will be clearly defined to ensure equality of representation and encourage active
participation of all female members.
Part 2

Looking forward

CONNECT aims for sustainability across its partnerships in the next year (except EE #6 Internships46)
and intends to aggressively reduce active presence in the second half of the year.
Plans include:
➢

A six-month pilot to increase the role of Yuva Vayus, building their capacity to take on field level
operational tasks currently delivered by partners’ JTAs will be run with BDC47. YVs in BDC’s
supply chain will receive a one-day training on livestock hygiene practices. Additionally, 4 - 5 high
potential YVs, those with the highest levels of education, will attend a 45-day Village Animal Health
Worker training with the intention that they disseminate their learning to all other YVs. Six
months after completion of all training CONNECT will review the effectiveness of YVs in this
enhanced role and the potential for roll out to other MSME partners.

➢

The CONNECT team will work closely with the FEC leadership teams and members to develop
an annual programme of activities. While the programme is to be student led, CONNECT will
encourage and offer to facilitate the following activities:
▪ An FEC run social business to both raise club funds to deliver other club activities, give back
to their communities and to ‘learn by doing’;
▪ Business analysis workshops to test business ideas and develop business analysis skills; and
▪ Cross-club exposure visits.

➢

Building on early success in passing CONNECT’s policy reform paper in two districts we will
accelerate engagement with DCCI members to both identify potential female candidates to stand
for election and to capacity build candidates to be active participants on the Executive Committee,
should they be elected.

46 EE

#6 includes CONNECT’s intern programme and our partnerships with KUSOM and Exeter University to deliver business consultancy
services.
47 CONNECT MSME #3
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Annex: 1: RAP3 CONNECT Work Plan Progress Report 4

RAP3 CONNECT Work Plan Progress Report 4
1st February 2017 – 30th June 2017

Summary

The RAP3 Logframe CONNECT progress is reported under output 2.4. This report summarizes
CONNECT work plan progress achieved for the period 1st February 2017 – 30th June 2017. This is
the consolidated Work Plan Progress Report for the IY3 extension period of 5 months i.e. 1st February
– 30th June 2017.48
Table 1: Work plan planned v achieved for the period 1st February – 30th June 2017

Code
B-2
B-3
C-1
C-2

Activity
MSME Third Party Investment leveraged
EE Interventions
AR, Media and Communications
Results, Reporting and Data Analysis

Planned Progress
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

RAP3 CONNECT IY3.5 progress
100%

100%

80%
60%

Planned

40%

Achieved

20%
0%
Feb-17

Mar-17

Apr-17

May-17

Third Party Investment Leveraged
100%

Jun-17

Improved efficiency and scaled up markets
100%

100%

80%

80%

60%

60%

40%

40%

20%

20%

0%

100%

0%

Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17 May-17
Planned

Jun-17

Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17 May-17

Achieved

Planned

Jun-17

Achieved

Time elapsed: 100%

CONNECT has completed 100% of its 5-month work plan on time i.e. on or before 30st June 2017.
While overall program progress is strong, one area reported as experiencing delays in our last report
continues to lag due to action paralysis at the local government level. This is attributed to preoccupations
with local elections and uncertainties around ‘what to expect when after’.49 Hence, our enabling
environment partnership with District Development Committees (DDCs) is temporarily on hold.
48

CONNECT had agreed with DFID to submit one consolidated workplan progress report for the full IY 3.5 period. We will go back to
the RAP reporting cycle in IY4 w.e.f. 1st July 2017, submitting work plan progress report on trimester basis.
49
There is little clarity on the time it will take for operationalizing of the federal structure after the completion of elections.
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The CONNECT work plan is divided into 4 categories of activities. Category-wise progress is detailed
below:

1.

MSME Third Party Investment Leveraged

Total number of activities under this category is 115. As on 30th June 2017 108 activities under this
category are completed, 2 were adapted and completed, and 5 activities having become redundant
were retired, and reported as completed.50 Please see the Learning and Adapting section of this report
(p 3) for details.
Status update on delays reported in the previous workplan report:

As on 31st January 2017, we had reported 80% completion of works for establishing the satellite
collection and processing facility for MSME #5. The facility, including the storage area structures have
since been completed. Processing operations commenced on 11th February 2017 and the storage area
came into use in March 2017.
Delays

None.

1.

Improved efficiency and scaled up markets

Total number of activities under this category is 58. All activities under this category are completed
as on 30th June 2017.
Status update on delays reported in the previous trimester:

The needs assessment of DDCs for computerized database solutions for SED activities has been
completed. CONNECT identified rooster logic (RL) as the IT solutions provider and worked with
them to customize RL’s off-the-shelf solution REMO to fit DDC requirements. Pilot testing can
potentially be initiated in IY4 subject to clarity emerging on time lines for operationalizing the federal
structure.

2.

AR, Media and Communications

Total number of activities under this category is 12, of which 11 activities are completed as planned
and 1 activity was adapted and completed. Please see the Learning and Adapting section of this report
(p 4) for details.
Delays

None.
3.

Results, Reporting and Data Analytics

The 23 activities under this category are delivered.
Delays

None.

The CONNECT workplan is designed on the principles of adaptive programming with the flexibility to retire activity groups if they are
no longer feasible or relevant.
50
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2.

Learning and Adapting

Over the past 5 months CONNECT has adapted some activities so they remain relevant and fit-forpurpose. Other activities have been assessed as redundant and retired. These are:
Activities adapted
1.

MSME #2

Open bank accounts with PBL for viable HDs requiring start-up capital loans:

2.

MSME #3

Establishing the third Trade Hub (TH) in Dailekh Bazar:

3.

AR, Media and Communications Design and deliver interactions with CONNECT women at the British
Council WOW event on 18 Feb:

This activity line was proposed at the start of CONNECT’s partnership with Unilever Nepal
Limited assuming start-up capital would be a likely need for HDs. We have since learned that
women can pull together some cash to get started as HDs, giving UNL and PBL an opportunity to
assess the capacity and commitment of HDs prior to extending capital either as stock credit or
cash loans.51 Conversations with HDs across CONNECT districts suggests a scale-up loan product
vis-a-vis the current offering of start-up loans will be more impactful. Hence, CONNECT has
adapted its intervention for PBL to offer a scale-up loan product and expects this offer will serve
as catalytic funding, moving HDs towards sustainability sooner and reducing transaction and supply
costs for PBL and UNL.52
Initially Belpata Dairy Cooperative’s management had identified Dailekh Bazar as a potential
location for establishment of a third TH as it could serve the dual purpose of milk collection and
retail sales. Quickly it became apparent the rent and staffing costs in the Bazar make this less
attractive, and TH operators expect significantly higher incentives. Instead, the third TH has now
been established in Lakuri VDC, 12 kilometers from BDC headquarters in Chupra and a wellestablished milk production area offering good potential for collection. Hence this activity line in
the CONNECT workplan has been adapted to reflect the change in location.

The organisers of the Women of the World Festival were unable to accommodate CONNECT
as part of their programme. Hence, we adapted this activity to deliver ‘Women & RAP’ – a oneday photo exhibition celebrating the many women who contributed to and benefitted from RAP
on International Women’s Day, 8th March 2017. Over 250 guests including representatives from
the Government of Nepal, DFID, IMC Worldwide, school and college going students, RAP
partners and friends visited the exhibition.
Activities retired and reported as completed
1.

MSME #3

Facilitate long term purchase and credit agreements for HYCF with MSME, DSSs and Dealer:

A cost benefit analysis of the Shakti high yielding cattle feed trial facilitated by CONNECT and
conducted jointly by Belpata Dairy Cooperative and Nimbus Holdings Private Limited suggests
farmers will gain minimally from the use of feed as the market is yet to mature sufficiently to
reward quality supply with commensurate price realization from discerning consumers. Typically,
sub-markets in Dailekh are offering a fixed price per litre of milk, which currently ranges between
NPR 42 – 50 based on remoteness from major market. The minimum viable price to make the
use of feed profitable for producers is NPR 50. Hence, CONNECT has retired the subsequent
activity of facilitating feed purchase agreements in its workplan and reported this group of activities
as completed.

51

Investment range in a single round of billing is NPR 80 to NPR 61,968.
1 activity line has been adapted and 4 connected activity lines have been retired. In the adapted solutions PBL will offer scale-up loans of
NPR 15,000 – 40,000 to actively trading HDs who meet pre-defined minimum criteria.
52
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Responding to learning with bold action

As CONNECT nears completion of IY3.5, reasonable clarity has emerged on which partnerships offer
excellent opportunities for scale-up, and which propositions are less value for money. On this basis
CONNECT will bring to a close its partnership with 2 MSME pilots and 1 EE intervention on 30th June
2017.53 Our Business Analysis Report, submitted as part of the RAP3 Annual Report contains details.

Off-workplan Emerging Opportunities
Off work plan activities undertaken during this period include:
Partnerships to address Cross-cutting Constraints (CCC)

1. Vestergaard: In principle CONNECT has agreed with Vestergaard to initiate a trial of their

seed bags with MSME #9. Vestergaard are procuring smaller size bags i.e. 5 – 10 kgs from
their Vietnam production facility. CONNECT intends to formalise the partnership in an MOU
and roll-out the trial in IY4.

2. Nepalese Farming Institute: The feasibility study for Zero Energy Cold Storage, a low-cost

storage solution designed by Prof. Paudel was completed. The design would require heavy
modification to improve its efficiency in mid-hill regions such as Sanfebagar with higher
temperatures in the summer. Customization costs render the investment unviable for small
businesses such as SKKGS. Hence, this proposal was dropped.

3. Access to Finance:

a. 21 bank accounts were delivered to DSSs within MSME #3, as a first step toward
creating a formal identity for milk producers within Belapata Dairy Cooperative’s
supply chain. Soon, CONNECT intends to facilitate loans to increase herd sizes.
b. A bank account was delivered to MSME #4 Pawan Agriculture Collection Centre and
the business is being encouraged to route all commercial transactions through the
bank. PBL have indicated they will consider a working capital loan after 2 -3 months,
if they observe robust activity on the account.

D-3 New partnerships

1. Exeter / One Planet MBA (OPMBA): CONNECT is supporting an export market discovery

exercise and development of a 3 – 5 year international markets’ strategy in partnership with
Exeter University’s OPMBA programme. A student consultant from OPMBA is in Nepal
working with MSME #5 Organic Mountain Flavor Private Limited to develop this report.

53

MSME #6 DAFACOS, MSME #8 SKKGS, and EE #1 Idea Studio Nepal.
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Annex 2: Business Health Scorecard
Business Health Indicators

A. Operations

Rating
MSME #1

MSME #2

MSME #3

MSME #4

MSME #5

MSME #6

MSME #7

MSME #8

MSME #9

2.1

3.2

2.4

2.2

2.8

2.4

2.7

2.3

2.5

1

Stable and Experienced Management

1

Management team is in place

2.5

3.0

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

1

Key management is tied to the future

2.5

4.0

3.0

3.0

3.5

2.5

3.5

3.5

2.8

1

Team knows what a “win” is for the business

2.0

3.5

2.5

2.5

3.5

2.0

3.0

2.5

2.8

1

Team is performing at a high independent level

1.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.3

1

Owner is growing his/her capacity to lead a prosperous enterprise

2.0

n/a

2.5

2.0

3.5

n/a

3.5

2.0

n/a

2

Aligned and Growable

2

Strategic plan is in place

2.0

4.0

3.0

2.5

3.0

3.0

2.5

2.0

3.0

2

DD Report compliance

2.5

4.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

2

Hiring and cultivating personnel

2.0

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.5

1.5

2.0

2.0

2.0

2

Scalable business model is in place to handle and drive growth

2.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

2.5

2.5

3.0

2.0

3.0

B. Financials

1.5

3.0

2.2

2.0

1.9

2.0

2.4

2.0

2.5

1

Profit center trends are clear, positive and business is currently profitable

2.0

3.0

2.5

2.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.5

2

Working capital requirements are in place

1.5

n/a

2.5

2.0

2.5

1.5

2.0

2.0

3.0

3

Adequate capital assets

1.0

n/a

1.5

3.0

1.5

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.3
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4

Access to finance (long-term debt / overdraft limits, as needed)

1.5

n/a

1.5

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.5

2.0

3.0

5

Losing top 2-3 customers would not hurt company financially

1.5

n/a

3.0

1.0

1.0

1.5

1.5

1.0

1.5

1.9

3.1

2.6

2.6

2.5

1.6

2.2

2.1

2.6

C. Risk Reduction
1

High Barriers to Entry

1

Supplier/vendor relationships are strong and act as a barrier to new entrants

1.5

4.0

2.5

2.5

2.0

1.5

2.3

2.2

2.5

1

Company has a “competitive advantage” that is being nurtured (unique skill set,
technology, approach to market, brand, location, etc. - niche organic product)

2.0

3.5

3.0

3.0

3.5

1.0

1.5

1.0

2.0

2

Common Risks are Reduced

2

Monitoring, evidence recording and audit systems are in place

2.0

3.5

2.0

2.0

2.3

1.5

2.5

2.8

2.0

2

Bench strength is being groomed

3.0

2.5

2.0

n/a

2.0

1.0

n/a

n/a

n/a

3

Strong, Diverse Customer Base

3

Customer retention and satisfaction is high

1.5

2.5

2.8

2.3

2.3

1.5

2.8

2.3

2.8

3

Downstream supply chains are formalized by contracts

2.5

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.8

2.5

1.3

1.5

3.0

3

Relationships with key buyers are strong, and tied to company

1.0

3.0

2.8

2.8

2.3

1.5

2.8

2.8

2.8

4

Recurring Revenue model (high % of the business is repeat / add-on & new
business has similar potential)

1.5

n/a

3.0

3.0

2.8

2.0

2.3

2.0

3.0

2.0

3.2

2.9

3.0

2.9

2.8

2.9

1.0

3.0

D. Growth Prospects
1

Positioned within the right geography, product and market niches for
sustainable growth

n/a

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.3

2.8

1.0

3.0

2

Community loyalty is high: Company is well known amongst community

2.0

3.5

2.8

3.0

2.8

3.0

3.0

1.0

3.0

3

Sales are making a steady upward rise

n/a

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

1.0

3.0

1.9

3.1

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.5

2.6

2.3

2.6

AVERAGE [(A+B+C+D) / 4]
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Annex 3 a: CONNECT Year 1 Fund Flow
Fund Flow (budget / spend to date)

CONNECT (£1,910,833 / £350,986)**

Programme Interventions (£1,113,287 / £119,436)**
Fees and out of pocket
expenses (£889,347 /
£233,962)**
Establishment Costs
(£29,679 / £9,081)

MSME (£596,464 / £85,204)

EE (£302,164 / £18,475)

Action Research (£50,000 / £6,676)

Fees
Rent
Equipment

(£757,009 / £204,860)
Partner (£462,008 /

Programme (£134,456 /

Partner (£165,000 /

Programme (£137,164 /

£72,942)

£12,263)

£8,282)

£10,193)

& up keep

Out of pocket

(£15,267 / £7,027)

expenses
Embedded TAs

Utilities

(Spend £12,484)

(£4,800 / £2,053)

Professional

Embedded TAs

Fees

(Spend £4,568)

(Spend £9,128)
Access 2

Professional

(£58,619 / £29,102)

Fees
(Spend £3,693)

Strategic

Finance

Planning and

Support

Planning and

(Spend £14,138)

Coordination

(Spend £398)*

Coordination

(Spend £3,135)
Strategic

Unallocated (£25,593 / £0)

(Spend £6,336)*
Programme

Support

Programme

Activities

Programme

(Spend £8,422)

Review &

(Spend £3,316)

Review &

* Strategic support directly delivered by the CONNECT in-house team to partners

Capacity

Capacity

has booked under EE planning and coordination.

Programme

Building

Building

and the breakup figures. RAP Finance advise us that this is attributed to exchange

Activities

(Spend £0)

(Spend £164)

**There is GBP £2,412 difference between the total CONNECT spend in the top line
rate fluctuations which will be reconciled centrally.

(Spend 24,574)
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Annex 3 b: Delivery Chain Map
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Annex 4: Sustainability
BRIEFING PAPER 060 – CONNECT: DELIVERING SUSTAINABILITY
1. BACKGROUND
CONNECT, RAP’s Economic Development component, is proving that businesses can thrive in the
Mid and Far West of Nepal. By building long lasting partnerships between divergent interest groups
including banks, multinationals, micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME) and farmers, and
removing barriers to growth CONNECT is boosting the economy in some of the remotest areas of
Nepal.
CONNECT’s primary focus is to deliver economic growth resulting in improved livelihoods over the
long term. Our partnerships, with clearly defined goals and exit strategies developed and agreed with
MSME partners prior to investment, are the catalysts for change.
Since signing MOUs with CONNECT, all our MSME partners have scaled their activities:
• CONNECT’s 8 agri-business partners have traded NPR 102,358,466 of produce in F.Y. 207374, an average increase of 60%.
• 228 Unilever Nepal Hamri Didis have purchased NPR 3,332,558 of stock, self-investing to setup micro enterprises and declaring profits to date ranging from NPR 200 – 13,000 within a
span of 1 – 180 days of trading.54
In year one of implementation CONNECT’s MSME and Enabling Environment (EE) interventions
impacted 3,382 households and 796 individuals, exceeding programme targets by 35% and 128%
respectively.
In year two, CONNECT will focus heavily on consolidating progress achieved, deepening our impact
and supporting our partners on the journey to sustainability vis-à-vis expanding reach.

2. SUSTAINABILITY EMBEDDED IN CONNECT’S DNA
There are four sustainability tools in-built in the CONNECT approach and required to be adopted by
all partners:
Private Sector investment
CONNECT has leveraged £149,596 from our MSME business partners and £338,479 from third
parties delivering a ROI of £1.53 for every £1 of UKaid deployed.55 The investments mobilised from
our MSME partners validates the CONNECT approach, a model testing the capacity and appetite for
co-investment, accountability and risk sharing.
CONNECT believes private sector partners are crucial for sustainable economic development. We
consider our partners’ willingness to invest a significant indicator of their commitment to our modality,
and a shared vision for growth. Businesses and their leadership’s appreciation of the CONNECT way
were key metrics assessed during selection of partners for the programme, and continues to be an
important indicator as CONNECT reflects on progress to date and the potential for scale-up of
partnerships.

54

Self-declared income for the period 1 January – 30 April 2017 from a sample of 30 Hamri Didis, activated on various dates during the
same period.
55
ROI: return on investment.
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In the first year of implementation we have achieved highest growth within partnerships that have had
the confidence to invest well with us.
While strategic support will continue and CONNECT’s role as a facilitator may increase, we will
reduce direct financial support to partners in year two preparing them to absorb all costs by the end
of the programme. In the interim, where CONNECT is co-investing in operating expenses, for
example, staff salaries, CONNECT will reduce its proportion of investment, shifting emphasis to
achieving higher returns on investment.
Taking a holistic approach, embedding a culture of social responsibility
Our innovative Women’s’ Leadership Forum, developed as an alternative to the traditional role of
social mobilisers, is building a network of female farmers that are proving to be valuable assets to our
MSME partners. Developing this network and embedding a strong link between these women and the
businesses their MBCs supply, strengthens the sustainability of CONNECT’s model.
To ensure our business partners are committed to these relationships and come to feel a sense of
responsibility to their supply chains CONNECT is investing to build the capacity of the network. It is
CONNECT’s belief that an entrenched network that adds value to the business while simultaneously
empowering downstream suppliers will establish relationships that will continue long after programme
close.
Lessons from our first year are reinforcing CONNECT’s analysis that long term contracts alone are
not sufficient to build loyalty amongst downstream suppliers hence, CONNECT will continue to
encourage partners to add value to supply chain participants. In real terms, this means different
offerings from each partner including discounted inputs on credit, facilitating insurance products and
access to finance, organic certification of farms, investment in infrastructure and / or technical
assistance.
Our success is evidence that a holistic approach to tackling barriers accelerates market activity and
spurs growth.
Exit before entry
As CONNECT’s primary focus is sustainable change at scale, a clearly defined exit strategy for each
pilot or partnership is a pre-requisite for funding. During the programme design phase core areas for
achieving sustainability were defined as building partner capacity, supporting identification and securing
of financing for growth, and sustainability from multiple angles.56 Our investments to-date and looking
forward will be along these lines.
We expect some areas of CONNECT’s EE work to end with the programme, for example the
CONNECT internships and KUSOM RES placements. Other interventions such as the Women’s
Leadership Forum have shown strong promise as core solutions for the sustainability of our MSME
pilots and our work with the DCCI, will build a network of female leaders, creating long term value.
One size does not fit all
Understanding that both businesses and downstream suppliers across the CONNECT portfolio are
facing different barriers and that one size does not fit all, we have adopted a high touch strategy, work
closely with each MSME partner to tailor interventions. This applies to tackling constraints but also to
determining the optimum scale of each business, the point beyond which CONNECT would not
recommend growth.
Some partners have reached this optimum point in year one and these partnerships are being wound
down. For example, CONNECT maximised the opportunity to strengthen SKKGS and has concluded
56

CONNECT Technical Volume 1, page 22
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further investment is less likely to return sufficient incremental impact to be value for money.
CONNECT exits the partnership recommending that SKKGS expand their customer base and after
delivering a low-cost storage facility to improve SKKGS’s bargaining power with upstream buyers and
holding capacity in bearish markets, putting them well on their way to enduring sustainability.

2. MORE KEY LESSONS LEARNED
Numbers do not tell the full story
The original design proposed CONNECT as a facilitator, forging partnerships and getting behind
partners. In fact, we have been much more heavily engaged alongside our partners in downstream
works than we originally intended. Despite revenues and profits of our MSMEs registering strong
growth and increasing production within partner supply chains, the pace of progress on core
strengthening has been less than we hoped. This is largely attributed to the costs of establishing core
infrastructure and operating the remote downstream end of the value chain. At the end of year 1,
CONNECT acknowledges significant challenges to achieving sustainability and scale exist.
Greatest successes where CONNECT’s vision is closely aligned with partners’ goals
Close alignment of objectives has delivered success and scale for some partners. Organic Mountain
Flavor Private Limited (OMF) is working closely with our team to deliver on processing targets, organic
certification and value chain financing. Experiencing rapid progress early on has garnered support from
OMF’s leadership for CONNECT’s modality. STOS’s proprietor appreciates the value of investing on
enduring 'wins' which has made implementing sustainability principles and governance practices
smooth.
As CONNECT builds on progress in year one, success and sustainability will continue to be defined
based on the potential for each partnership to build a thriving business informed by the context in
which they operate.
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Annex 5: Retailing of Jumli Beans: An Analysis of Market Demand
BRIEFING PAPER 059 - RETAILING OF JUMLI BEANS: AN ANALYSIS OF
MARKET DEMAND
BACKGROUND
District Agriculture Development Office (DADO) data and direct interactions with DADO Jumla
suggests Jumla’s annual production of mixed beans is 4500 MT. It is estimated producers retain 50%
for personal uses, making 2250 MT available for commercial sales. Despite Government of Nepal and
donor investments and efforts to pipeline markets for these beans, farmers seem to struggle to directly
access reliable markets. There is an active multi-layered local and regional traders’ community that are
a barrier to farmers realizing maximum value for their production. Transport costs from Jumla to
larger regional and national markets act as a further deterrent to the Jumli bean being competitive in
its product category. The Jumli bean is not competitive for global markets as red bean varietals from
Vietnam and India among other producing countries are available to export markets at much lower
prices.

CONNECT’S HYPOTHESIS
Given this background CONNECT designed a pilot partnership based on the hypothesis:
“if we address the current constraints to mass market access for Jumli beans and facilitate DIRECT partnerships
between farmers and large national retailers, END consumers will be able to access Jumli beans at competitive
prices, resulting in increased commercial demand for Jumli beans in Nepal”.57

TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS
Step 1
Building a partnership with A local business
CONNECT identified and entered in a partnership with Aastha General Store (AGS). AGS is a local
trading business whose business activities include the collection, wholesaling and retailing of Jumli
beans. Encouraged by CONNECT, AGS procured 15MT of mixed beans from 2016 production
between December 2016 and January 201758 and held in-stock. Meanwhile, CONNECT began efforts
to procure orders for Jumli beans from national retailers.
Step 2
Launching a pilot to test retail market demand
Over 2 – 3 months CONNECT met with Nepal’s three largest national retail store brands – Bhatbateni Super Markets (BBSM), Saleways Cash & Carry (Saleways) and Big Mart (BM) in efforts to
procure orders for Jumli beans for AGS.59 CONNECT’s efforts resulted in orders for 4MT of mixed
Jumli beans, with BBSM and Saleways confirming 2 MT each with an agreement to offer the product
to market at competitive prices.60 The terms of the orders were:
➢ AGS to clean and deliver beans at the central warehouses of both buyers in Kathmandu.
➢ Price per kg including transportation agreed as NPR 135.
➢ Buyers to retail at NPR 149 – 170 per kg.
AGS incurred a cost of NPR 10,000 for cleaning. A full 8MT truck load would have reduced transport
costs per kilogram significantly. As the order quantity was lesser, AGS and CONNECT jointly decided
that public transport was the most economical option available. Hence the cargo was booked on
57

Samyojan RAP3 CONNECT, Volume II, Annex-4(a), Page-55
8 MT were from a single source - Bumramadichaur VDC, Jumla
59
The CONNECT team met with Mr. Min Bahadur Gurung, Managing Director, BBSM, Mr. Sushil Pradhananga, Managing Director, Saleways,
Mr. Rabin Acharya, Procurement In-charge and Mr. Amresh Kumar, Operations In-charge, Big Mart.
58
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passenger buses to Kathmandu and CONNECT arranged transhipment from central bus stand to
BBSM and Saleways warehouses.
CONNECT designed and provided product labels to both
buyers highlighting the qualities of Jumli beans.61

MARKETING MIX OF JUMLI BEANS
Product
✓ Mixed Jumli beans, the largest agriculture product from
Jumla district in the Mid-west of Nepal, cleaned, bulk
packed in 30 – 40 kg jute sacks.
✓ Repacked in 1kg packs for retail shelves.
Price
The AGS CONNECT offer was at:
✓ Wholesale
✓ Retail

“Jumli beans taste far superior than
Rajma. But it’s not very easy to cook
these high-altitude beans. It is time
consuming. And they are expensive
too. So, I buy it only sometimes in a
year”
Anju Dhahal, Thankot
Shopper at BBSM Kalanki

NPR 135 per kg
NPR 155 – 165 per kg

The Jumli bean competes with a wide range of beans including
the Indian rajma, white beans and kwati. The Salt Trading
Corporation Limited (STCL), a public private partnership
sources and distributes a variety of products to promote the
Government of Nepal’s priority initiatives. In 2016 – 17 STCL
was mandated to procure and market Jumli beans in
Kathmandu. STCL has been selling mixed Jumli beans through
a door-to-door sales model in Kathmandu at NPR 160 per kg
and struggling to dilute stocks. Local traders from Jumla,
Surkhet and Nepalgunj are selling small quantities of Jumli
beans through trade fairs and farmers markets at significantly
higher prices ranging from NPR 230 - 350 per kg.
With the objectives of:
➢ bringing the Jumli bean to end consumers at competitive
prices, particularly aiming to replace the Indian Rajma,
which is the largest selling product in this category; and
➢ be competitive with STCL.

Fig. Available beans in modern trade

BBSM and Saleways launched the product at unprecedented prices across 17 stores. BBSM’s
promotional price was NPR 155. Saleways launched at a label price of NPR 165 whilst offering a NPR
10 new product promotion discount, matching BBSM’s sale price of NPR 155 per kg.
CONNECT has played a central role in negotiating this outcome and for price-setting:
✓ directly engaging with AGS, local transporters and label printer, working to reduce costs at each
stage, offering a product competitive with others in its category;
✓ convincing BBSM and Saleways to pilot the product at competitive prices by restricting their profit
margins; and
✓ clearly articulating the purpose of the pilot as being to ‘test the mass appeal and demand for Jumli
beans as a staple rather than specialty food’.
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Promotion
➢ Both stores placed the beans in the food category as part of their lentils / pulse offerings.
➢ Saleways placed the product at the entrance during promotional sales and on the first shelf of the
aisle creating greater visibility for the product.
Packaging
➢ Both stores packed the product in their standard packaging.
➢ The CONNECT supported labels offered to both buyers differentiated the product from others
in its category at both stores.

DEMAND ANALYSIS
A thorough store-by-store analysis of sales undertaken 6 – 8 weeks after launch indicates sluggish
demand for Jumli beans. Stocks remain on the shelves of most outlets of both buyers.62 Interviews
with floor and aisle managers at the stores confirm the product is slow moving.63
The off-take report shared by BBSM in Tripureshwor (accessed from their sales server) reveals the
store sold 10 units as on 24th May 2017 i.e. in period of 6 weeks. BBSM at Patan sold 50 units in 50
days averaging 1kg sales per day. Cumulative sales from 10 BBSM stores eight weeks after product
launch is 630 units. The sales data from Saleways are equally poor with 332 units sold across 5 branches
over seven weeks.

SALES SUMMARY
Facts

BBSM

Saleways

Date product launched

30 March 2017

8 April 2017

Cumulative Sales

630 kg

332 kg

Days since launch

56 days

47 days

BUYERS PERSPECTIVES
➢ NPR 155 is a competitive price point for Jumli beans. Lack of in-store
communication is one of the reasons for slow offtake. Only niche
customers buy these kind of high altitude mixed beans and are willing
to pay premium.
Store Manager for BBSM Tripureshwor branch Mr. Sabin Shrestha
➢ Despite giving premium end caps and entrance displays, beans are
not moving in our stores. In store communication, standee in the
entrance communicating about beans, product sampling to shoppers
could be useful to bring the product to customers’ attention.
Mr. Sandip Pradhananga, CEO of Saleways Cash & Carry

I don’t cook beans regularly. It
is very high in Protein and
could be harmful to elderly
family members having uric
acid. I have bought Jumli beans
earlier too. But your beans are
smaller in shape.

➢ Sales will slowly improve. Since we have offered the product at a
Anisha Shrestha,
very good price point, these beans will slowly take over other beans
Tripureshwor
in the market. However, we need to continue providing quality beans
to shoppers over time. Since Jumli beans are being sold at higher
Shopper at BBSM,
price points across different outlets in Kathmandu, we need to
Tripureshwor
strategically plan to attract them to BBSM stores to buy genuine
product at reasonable rate. We believe that offtake would be slow but steady and will grow over
time.

63

Interviews conducted between 22 – 25 May 2017 in Kathmandu.
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Mr. Anil Gurung, MD of BBSM Foods Pvt. Ltd.

FINDINGS
Jumli beans are NOT a STAPLE FOOD in Nepal
The CONNECT hypothesis was heavily based on an assumption that price was a barrier to vibrant
demand for Jumli beans. Evidence from the retail sales pilot suggests Nepali consumers enjoy Jumli
beans on special occasions / occasionally, with limited potential for frequent repeat and growing sales.
While the pilot period has been relatively short for testing retail behaviour, CONNECT is confident
of its conclusion given that the beans were strategically placed within the food sections of the busiest
retail outlets in Kathmandu, with the highest footfalls.
Demand can be met with existing production
BBSM has indicated interest to place a second order for 3 MT. Discussions with both buyers suggests
AGS can expect annual orders for 10 - 15 MT metric tons from them. Extrapolating from this market
information and assuming a strong growth scenario of 100% increase in sales year-on-year, the
quantities required by these prime retailers would be 300 MT annually by 2021. As current quantities
estimated as available for commercial sales in over 2000 MT it is CONNECT’s conclusion existing
production will cater to any increases in demand for Jumli beans within Nepal. Hence, AGS can
procure beans from local sources based on its order book. AGS will not realize value from investing
in developing an exclusive supply chain to source beans.

WHERE TO FROM HERE?
Given the results from the retail market discovery exercise CONNECT proposes to focus its
partnership with AGS over the next year on offering:
➢ Strategic Planning support to:
o

Develop a quality product – uniform size and colour, clear knowledge of product origin;

o

Enrol AGS as a supplier and strengthen the direct relationship between AGS and BBSM,
Saleways; and

o

Improve AGS’s negotiation capabilities to secure good prices and payment terms negotiation capability is central to AGS’s ability to sustain and scale its Jumli beans business
relationship with larger buyers.

➢ Access to finance for building infrastructure capabilities to improve cleaning and sorting.
➢ CONNECT to work together with BBSM and Saleways to in-store visibility of Jumli beans by
positioning pop-ups and improving product related communications.64
➢ CONNECT to wind-down AGS partnership on completion of the above goals.

64

Initially, 18 pop-ups are planned at a total cost of NPR 40,000. Stores to place beans in prime areas (hand and eye level in pulses section
of food aisle) to increase customer attention to the product.
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Annex 6: Idea Studio Nepal: Lessons for Partner Selection
BRIEFING PAPER 058 – IDEA STUDIO NEPAL
1. BACKGROUND
Idea Studio Nepal (ISN) is an entrepreneurship development platform that welcomes and supports
new ideas, start-ups, or businesses that require expansion and investment.
RAP3 CONNECT committed core funding support to ISN over three years. Support was offered for
creating awareness of the platform in the Mid and Far West of Nepal to increase the numbers of
applications from the region, women entrepreneurs, Disadvantaged Groups (DAG) members for its
programmes and to support viable businesses in CONNECT focus districts.
Four areas were identified for support:
1.
Establishment of ISN activities in CONNECT districts in the Mid and Far West of
Nepal.
2.
Designing a strategy for financial sustainability to ensure Idea Studio’s continued
success beyond the three-year partnership with RAP.
3.
Facilitating collaboration opportunities with the Government of Nepal and others to
strengthen the start-up ecosystem.
4.
Strengthening Idea Studio Nepal’s internal processes.
As the first year of support draws to a close, CONNECT undertook a review of the partnership to
assess progress achieved and consider the relevance and need for continued support.

2. REVIEW OF 2016 -2017
During the course of our partnership with ISN it became clear that ISN in the current iteration does
not have the capacity to deliver the full scope of our partnership, as originally conceived. The intention
was for ISN to take their concept further in the Mid and Far West of Nepal by setting up satellite
incubation centres and delivering rural business bootcamps. However, the existing team at ISN did
not have the bandwidth to expand at speed and their priority was the successful delivery of the
nationwide call for ideas, business incubation and resulting TV contest.
Our understanding of their internal operating processes also evolved. The original offer of core
support came too soon - as ISN built on a very successful first year the young team were heavily
focused on delivery, with financial and administrative backing from ChildReach Nepal. The fledgling
ISN team were not ready to on-board CONNECT’s attempts to build institutional capacity and design
long term strategies. As a start-up in its second year of operation ISN’s priority remains product
development and securing short term sales wins.

3. MID WAY COURSE CORRECTION
Managed on the basis of DFID’s adaptive management principles, CONNECT was able to rapidly
realize value from our insights by responding to information generated through tight feedback loops.
After several rounds of consultations between ISN and members of the CONNECT team the
partnership was adapted, with both strategic and financial support downsized. The new iteration of
the ISN partnership focused on incubating business ideas from the Mid and Far West, offering core
support to the ISN team to deliver their primary product in CONNECT core Districts.
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CONNECT realigned and reduced its three-year investment offer from $75,000 to $34,185 on 14
November 2016, pulling back on core funding and strategic support budget lines.

4. DISCOVERIES AND LESSONS
Acknowledging ISN’s lack of capacity to deliver its offer in CONNECT work areas, CONNECT began
the search for alternatives service providers. Quickly we discovered our in-house capacities to both
mobilise and enable idea submissions from local communities and deliver the bootcamps to SMEs.
With this new knowledge CONNECT moved forward to reshape the intervention to expand its
impact in multiple ways:
1.
CONNECT entered a partnership with Kathmandu University School of Management
(KUSOM) to deliver rural business bootcamps to 10 SME businesses in the Mid and
Far West through their Rural Enterprise Service Programme. 10 KUSOM MBA
student consultants paired with ten businesses to complete their rural enterprise
service (an MBA course requirement).
2.
The CONNECT team are working directly with two colleges in the Mid and Far West,
establishing Future Entrepreneurs’ Clubs to create a platform to inspire youth, enable
them to develop business ideas and share with broader networks to access mentoring
and incubation support.
3.
CONNECT will offer our platforms, infrastructure and networks in the Mid and far
West as a vehicle for multiple partners and use our resources to make the connections
between aspiring entrepreneurs in our Districts and incubators in the capital.
CONNECT acknowledges ISN are making strides to strengthen their brand and expand their model.
In the past year ISN have deepened existing partnerships, forged new relationships with The Bridge
International and Federation of Women Entrepreneurs Associations of Nepal and launched the
Infrastructure Idea Hunt in Partnership with Confederation of Nepalese Industries, in addition to
recruiting a new CEO. Much of this progress has been achieved through strong networking and with
minimal cash investments. Infusion of further cash from CONNECT is neither necessary nor offers
good return on investment as much of this work is at the Kathmandu level, whereas CONNECT’s
focus is strengthening the Enabling Environment in our districts.
Overall through the various iterations of our partnership with ISN we have learnt how to build value
for money into partnerships in the enabling environment portfolio of our work and discovered new
ways of leveraging our assets for broader impact.
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CONNECT IY4 High Level Summary
IY4 Work Plan, Budget & Results
Budget £

LF code

A

WP code
Fees & OPE

249,744

n/a

A-1
A-2
B

Fees
OPE
Programme Interventions

221,184
28,560
219,856

n/a
n/a

B-1

Establishment Costs

B-2

Programme Interventions

MSME Third Party Investment Leveraged

Results

Expected results

Risks

21,000

Outcome Indicator 1

£s leveraged from financial institutions to RAP3 CONNECT MSME
pilots (project level leverage)

1:1.15 leverage

Liquidity crunch in banks continues
resulting in low appetite for lending
to rural markets and for small loans.

Output Indicator 3.1

£s of co-financing* from third parties to RAP3 CONNECT

1:2 leverage

Partners lose patience and do
not see the value in co-investing to
build their capacity.
Regional market demand for Jumli
beans is not as high as expected,
even at a competitive price.

100,356

B-2.1

MSME #1 AGS

Output Indicator 1.2

Pilot 1 : Jumli Beans mass marketing (kgs)

8,000

B-2.2

MSME #2 Unilever Nepal Limited Hamri Didis

Output Indicator 1.2

Pilot 2: Hamri Didis Women's micro-franchise network (no. of women)

250 HDs appointed Sustainability depends on the
and trading
product basket offered to the HDs.

Output Indicator 1.2

Pilot 3: Commercial dairy business
i) milk collection (litres)
ii) value-add products (kg)

B-2.3

B-2.4

B-2.5

B-2.7

B-2.9
B-2.13

Common works across all MSMEs

B-3

Enabling Environment Interventions

28,500

i) 53,460
ii) 96

Output Indicator 1.2

Pilot 4: Fresh vegetables out-grower networks (kgs)

253,000

Output Indicator 1.2

Pilot 5: Collection and processing spices
i) Ginger (kgs)
ii) Turmeric (kgs)
iii) Mustard (kgs)
iv) Chillies (kgs)

Output Indicator 1.2

Pilot 7: Poultry businesses scale-up
i) Meat collection (kgs)
ii) Dry meat production (kgs)

i) 48,000
ii) 85

Output Indicator 1.2

Pilot 9: Vegetable and cereal seed production businesses (kgs)

74,000

Outcome 2.1

No. of small & cottage industries / MSMEs registered

20% increase

i) 626,827
ii) 8,995
iii) 0
iv) 0

Recruiting an Accounts &
Operations Manager in Dailekh able
to lead the business takes longer
than planned / is not successful.
Weather and disease related risks.
Farmers do not continue to see the
value and benefits in size and quality
grading linked pricing offer.
Establishing supply chains and
educating farmers on a diversified
portfolio expansion strategy takes
longer than anticipated / poor
appetite from farmers for this
solution.
Vaiability of the Sukuti vertical pilot
depends on production and DSSs'
commitment to long-term
agreements.

B-3.1

B-3.2

EE #1 Idea Studio Nepal

EE #2 MFW Women's Leadership Forum (Yuva Vayus - YVs)

Output Indicator 1.1

No. of new businesses incubated and connected to financiers / Ideas
generated.

16

Output Indicator 2.3

Mid and Far West Women's MSME Leadership Forum.

Level 4 graduation
of Yuva Vayus
across MSMEs.

Off - LF

Uterine Prolapse rectification surgery delivered to women.
Explore skills certification options for YVs with CTEVT and others.

Off - LF

B-3.3

EE #3 DDC Online Database

Output Indicator 4

Computerised database of 5 districts' social and economic
development activities delivered

B-3.4

EE #4 DCCI policy reform paper

Output Indicator 2.1

No. of districts with policy reform in place for women's reservation
on District Chamber of Commerce and Industry (DCCI) Executive
Committees.

Output Indicator 2.2
B-3.8
B-3.9

EE #5 Access to Finance and Solutions
EE #6 Internships

off-LF
off-LF

B-3.10

EE #7 Future Entrepreneurs' Club (FEC)

off-LF

B-4

EE #8 Action Research

B-5

Unallocated Budget

70000* off-LF

0

% of bootcamp participants rating the training as "highly useful" or
"useful".
Linking up technology and services solutions across MSMEs and DSSs.
Student consultants leveraged.
A student club run social business delivering practical experiences of
starting up and running a business; broader exposure to students from
the M&FW of Nepal.

Learning, collaboration opportunities such as HKS EPoD RCT and
scoping study for MHLR.

Having ended the partnership and
support with ISN, expected results
will be more challenging to achieve
as we have no control over the ISN
offer for the next season.

25 women

5

1

Delays in completion of federal
structure reform will direct cause
delays in implementation for
CONNECT.

80%

*This budget will significantly
increase if the HKS EPoD
partnership is signed. We expect it
to be £40,000 approx. which we
plan to source from other budget
lines against CONNECT's 3-year
approved budget. We will seek
express approval for this spend at

Annex 8: CONNECT LogFrame (updated on July 2017)
This is a live LogFrame which will be updated annually in consultation with DFID to reflect changing market conditions

PROGRAMME NAME

RAP3 CONNECT
Indicator

IMPACT

Baseline May 2016

Milestone June 2017

Milestone June 2018

Assumptions

Milestone June 2019

Impact Indicator 1
Poverty level reduced
Achham
Bajura

Leveraging improved road
networks for sustainable poverty
reduction in Mid & Far West Nepal

Dadeldhura
Dailekh
Doti
Jumla

Planned
Achieved
Planned
Achieved
Planned
Achieved
Planned
Achieved
Planned
Achieved
Planned
Achieved
Source:

47.20%

Improved

Improved

▪ There are no external (natural, political, macro-economic) disruptions
Improved that significantly affect routine agricultural activities and / or movement

64.10%

Improved

Improved

Improved

43.30%

Improved

Improved

Improved

35.80%

Improved

Improved

Improved

48.90%

Improved

Improved

Improved

49.90%

Improved

Improved

Improved

of goods.

Government of Nepal, Central Bureau of Statistics 2011
Indicator
OUTCOME 1
Investment leveraged

OUTCOME 2

Baseline May 2016

Milestone June 2017

Milestone June 2018

Planned
£s leveraged from financial institutions to
Achieved
RAP3 CONNECT MSME*** pilots (project
Source:
level leverage)
CONNECT results monitoring database
Outcome Indicator 2.1

1:1.15 leverage
£0

1:1.91 leverage

No. of small & cottage industries / MSMEs registered
Planned
308
39
Achieved
Planned
Bajura
464
298
Achieved
Planned
Dadeldhura *
NA
239
Achieved
Planned
Dailekh
600
414
Achieved
Planned
Doti
520
243
Achieved
Planned
Jumla
504
118
Achieved
Source:
Department of Cottage and Small Industries Register, March 2016
( * Dadeldhura added later, hence baseline on 31 May 2017 & milestone reporting to commence from 1 May 2018)
Achham

Improved efficiency and scaled up
markets

Assumptions

Milestone June 2019

Outcome Indicator 1
***New and operating micro, small and medium enterprises.
▪ Financial institutions includes banks, micro-finance institutions, savings
& credit and other cooperatives, insurance companies and equity funds.

▪ Assumed a 20% year on year increase in numbers of registered
20% increase MSMEs.
▪ Policies and rules related to the registration of small and cottage
20% increase
industries/MSMEs remain constant.
20% increase
20% increase
20% increase
20% increase

Outcome Indicator 2.2

INPUTS (£)
INPUTS (HR)

Planned - Annual

88

74

Planned - Cumulative

88

162

No. of long-term commercial

Achieved - Annual

partnerships^ facilitated

Achieved - Cumulative
Source:
CONNECT results monitoring database
Govt (£)
tbd

DFID (£)
Up to £ 2 million
DFID (FTEs)
Indicator

OUTPUT 1

21 ^ A 'long term commercial partnership' is defined as any written
183 commitment of 1 year duration or longer between CONNECT MSME
pilot partners and commercial farmer groups, clusters and / or individual
entrepreneurs.

501
0

501

Other (£)
tbd

Baseline May 2016

Total (£)
tbd

Milestone June 2017

DFID SHARE (%)

Milestone June 2018

Assumptions

Milestone June 2019

Output Indicator 1.1

No. of new businesses incubated and
connected to financiers / Ideas generated

Planned - Annual

6

10

Planned - Cumulative

6

16

7

Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative

14 ▪ Sufficient new business ideas are identified in RAP3 CONNECT
30 districts.

0

7

Source:
CONNECT results monitoring database; partner databases; *As already agreed with DFID the ISN partnership has been brought to an end with
effect from 20th June 2017, refer to ISN partnership briefing paper for further details.

Output Indicator 1.2
No. of MSME pilots commercially scaled up
Planned - Annual
Pilot 1 : Jumli Beans mass marketing
(kgs)

Planned - Cumulative
Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative

Pilot 2: Hamri Didis Women's micro-franchise
network
(no. of women)

4,000 ∆

i) milk collection (litres)
ii) value-add products (kg)

8,000

0

4,000

Planned - Cumulative

16,200

Achieved - Annual
i) 20,837 ∆

i) 118,098

ii) 96 ∆

ii) 150 ∆

ii) 46
79,000

174,000

245,000

Planned - Cumulative

79,000

253,000

498,000

Achieved - Annual

89,604
228,000

89,604

Achieved - Annual

Planned - Cumulative

i) Meat collection (kgs)
ii) Dry meat production (kgs)

Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative

i) 960,000 ∆
ii) 480,000 ∆
iii) 3,600 ∆

iv) 5,000 ∆

iv) 6,000 ∆
i) 1,800,000 ∆

ii) 400,000 ∆

ii) 880,000 ∆

iii) 3,000 ∆
iv) 5,000 ∆

iii) 6,600 ∆
iv) 11,000 ∆

24,000

i) 24,000 ∆
ii) 50 ∆

i) 24,000 ∆
ii) 75 ∆

24,000

i) 48,000 ∆
ii) 85 ∆

i) 72,000 ∆
ii) 160 ∆

i) 626,827
ii) 28,995 ∆
iii) 0 ∆
iv) 0 ∆
i) 404,000
ii) 28,995 ∆
iii) 0 ∆

i) 626,827
ii) 28,995 ∆
iii) 0 ∆

iv) 0 ∆

iv) 0 ∆

Planned - Annual

Pilot 7: Poultry businesses scale-up

i) 800,000 ∆
ii) 400,000 ∆
iii) 3,000 ∆
i) 840,000 ∆
40,000

Achieved - Cumulative

Pilot 8: Fresh vegetables out-grower networks
(kgs)

i) 53,460

Planned - Annual

Planned - Cumulative

(kgs)

i) 64,638
ii) 54 ∆

i) 33,222

40,000

Pilot 6: Vegetable and cereal seed production
businesses

i) 37,260
ii) 50 ∆

600

i) 33,222

Planned - Annual

Pilot 9: Vegetable and cereal seed production
businesses
(kgs)

200 ∆

ii) 46

Achieved - Cumulative

Incubating & scaling up new /
existing MSMEs

356 ∆
400

226
16,200

ii) 46 ∆

Pilot 5: Collection and processing spices
i) Ginger (kgs)
ii) Turmeric (kgs)
iii) Mustard (kgs)
iv) Chillies (kgs)

▪ There are no external (natural, political, macro-economic) disruptions
4,000 ∆ that significantly affect routine agricultural activities and/or movement of
12,000 goods.

226

Achieved - Annual

Achieved - Cumulative

Pilot 4: Fresh vegetables out-grower networks
(kgs)

4,000 ∆

44
44

Planned - Cumulative

Planned - Annual

Pilot 3: Commercial dairy business

4,000 ∆

4,000

Planned - Annual

Achieved - Cumulative

N/A

i) 23,246
ii) 35
i) 37,000
ii) 35 ∆

i) 23,246
ii) 35

Planned - Annual

24,000

50,000

66,000

Planned - Cumulative

24,000

74,000

140,000

Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative

27,876
31,900

27,876

Planned - Annual

N/A

N/A

N/A

Planned - Cumulative

N/A

N/A

N/A

213,100

N/A

N/A

213,100

N/A

N/A

Planned - Annual

N/A

N/A

N/A

Planned - Cumulative

N/A

N/A

N/A

194,885

N/A

N/A

194,885

N/A

N/A

Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative

9,500

Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative

168,000

PROGRAMME NAME

RAP3 CONNECT
Indicator

Baseline May 2016

Milestone June 2017

Milestone June 2018

Assumptions

Milestone June 2019

Source:
CONNECT results monitoring database; partner databases; Numbers subject to change at year end on finalization of current year's accounts.
Learning & adpatation for IY4:
1. MSME #1: In December 2016, the jumli bean pilot was reviewed and realigned to focus on mass market product sales.
2. MSME #2: With success of HDs in the 1st year, CONNECT & UNL expanded its strategy to appoint 500 more HDs in the M&FW on March 2017. Hence we have added Dadeldhura to our
working disticts and revised our target of 90 to 600.
3. MSME #3: From our analysis of progress to date, we understand our partner to have overestimated production based on a maximum per day collection value (130 l per day), a result of poor
record keeping. A review of this year's accounts confirms this overestimation. The baseline has been amended to reflect our new understanding of last year's production - 20,837 litres, instead of
54,000 litres. Furthermore, CONNECT will now also pilot on value-add products, hence is adding one more indicators to track kgs of processed dairy products.
4. MSME #4: As of June 2017, we will only continue working with MSME #4 hence MSME #8 numbers are recorded seperately. Targets are unchanged as we expect MSME #4 to deliver the LF
targets.
5. MSME #5: Responding to suppply opportuntities, 2. maximize processing capacity 3. to meet demand, both pull and push in market, OMF has proven that it was high potential to be one of the
leading exporters of agri products in Nepal. Hence, we have included ginger purchased from other areas of Nepal and increased our offer for DSSs to include purchase of turmeric, mustard and
chillies. OMF's baselines has been revised to incidate previous trade.
6. MSME #7: CONNECT has learnt that to scale-up STOS, we will need to work with STOS in value add product - dry chicken sukuti. Hence we have added an indicators to the LF. As value-add
proudcts have been identifeda as one stragtegy to derisk, we have added dry chicken sukuti...
7. MSME #9: As of June 2017, we will only continue working with MSME #9 hence MSME #6 numbers are recorded seperately. Targets are unchanged as we expect MSME #9 to deliver the LF
targets.
OUTPUT 2

Output Indicator 2.1
No. of districts with policy reform in place
for women's reservation on District
Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(DCCI) Executive Committees

Planned - Annual

0

1

Planned - Cumulative

0

1

Achieved - Annual

2 ▪ There is continued interest from DCCI leadership to engage in reform
3 related dialogues.

2

Achieved - Cumulative
Source:

0

2

n/a

80%
76%

DCCI database
Output Indicator 2.2

Strengthening local business
environment

% of bootcamp participants rating the
training as "highly useful" or "useful"

Planned
Achieved
Source:
CONNECT survey of all bootcamp participants

80%

80% ▪ There is adequate willingness from potential participants to invest the
two weeks' time required for the program.

Output Indicator 2.3
Planned - Annual

Mid and Far West Women's MSME

Planned - Cumulative

Leadership Forum

Achieved - Annual

n/a ▪ Platform created

▪ YV Level 4 graduation
complete

▪ 3 representations made to ▪ Dialogues between local and national businesses and government will
private sector or government be done by the Mid and Far West Women's MSME Leadership Forum
agencies
(Yuva Vayus).
3 ▪ Representations may include advocating for policy, incentives to
address any broad cross-cutting barriers and contract negotiations to
increase commercial activity.

▪ Created - Yuva Vayus

Achieved - Cumulative
Source:
CONNECT results monitoring database; partner databases
OUTPUT 3

Output Indicator 3.1

£s of co-financing* from third parties to
RAP3 CONNECT
(cash & in-kind)
Reducing risks to Third Party*
Investment

Achieved - Annual

£488,075

Achieved - Cumulative
Source:
CONNECT results monitoring database

£0

1:1.53 leverage

Planned - Annual
Planned - Cumulative

17
17

5∆
22

0 ¤ A 'long term commercial agreement' is defined as any written
22 commitment of 1 year duration or longer. RAP3 CONNECT is a direct
party to the agreement.

23

Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative
Source:
CONNECT results monitoring database

0

23

Output Indicator 4
Planned - Annual

Improving coherence in district
planning processes

1:2 leverage *Co-financing from third parties includes support from donor
programmes, GoN and private sector.

Output Indicator 3.2

Long term commercial agreements¤
signed

OUTPUT 4

Planned - Annual
Planned - Cumulative

Computerised database of 5 districts' social
and economic development activities
delivered

n/a

▪ Needs assessment
▪ Database system
▪ Development and pilot approved by 5 DDCs

▪ Sustainable system in place
for ongoing implementation

testing in 5 districts

by DDC in districts

▪ Database to be
populated

▪ There will be continued appetite from the 5 DDCs for this capacity
building support.
▪ IT staff will be made available by 5 DDCs for training and ongoing
implementation.
▪ CONNECT will provide the hardware, software and training for the
database to the 5 districts.

▪ DDC IT staff in 5
districts trained
Planned - Cumulative

5

Achieved - Annual
Achieved - Cumulative

5

0*
0

0

Source:
RAP3 CONNECT results monitoring database
*Needs assessment is complete; product development partially done; remaining tasks on hold until federal structuring is complete.
∆ Baselines taken and targets set for new indicators, and targets revised for orginal indicators on June 2017.
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Belpata Dairy Cooperative
Financial Report
F.Y. 2016 – 2017
Unaudited figures up to 15 July 2017

Balance Sheet
2016/17
Current Assets
Cash in hand

5000

Cash at bank

308625

Inventories
Accounts receivable

0
115000

Pre-paid expenses

0

Other

0

Total Current Asset

428625

Fixed Assets*
Land

1333333

Building

1400000

Equipment

637200

Furniture and fixture

165000

Vehicle

200000

Less: accumulated depreciation

512880

Total Fixed Asset

Total Assets

3222653

3651279

Current Liabilities
Accounts payables
Total Current Liabilities

172982
172982

Long-term Liabilities
Bank Loan

1206417

Vehicle Loan

0

Total Long Term Liabilities

1206417

Total Liabilities

1379399

Owner Equity
Investment capital

40500

Shareholders

648400

Saving from shareholders

878196

Accumulated retained earnings**

704784

Total Owner Equity

Total Liabilities & Stockholder Equity

2271880

3651279

* Estimated value of land and buildings utilized or leveraged for the business.
** In the absence of written, audited records to confirm profit utilization in previous years i.e. conversion to
equity, investment in capital assets required for the business etc., a self-declaration from the proprietor has
been accepted to derive fixed assets and retained earnings value.

Net Income

Profit & Loss Statement

149930

Gross Profit
Total Expenses

Revenue
Sales
Sales Returns (Reduction)
Sales Discounts (Reduction)
Interest Income
Interest from other Investment
Interest Revenue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

1250253
-49505
0
0
119764
411584
1732096
893745

2105965
-59000
0
0
0
348440
2395405
1584340

838351

Expenses
Salaries
Depreciation
Rent
Office Supplies
Water
Telephone
Electricity
Maintenance
others
Vehicle Operating Cost
Transportation
Fuel & Gas
Vehicle Installment

2015/16

811065
2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Total
3356218
-108505
0
0
119764
760024
4127501
2478085
1649416
Total
439000
256440
0
55135
0
0
0
24420

136000
128220
0
36195
0

303000
128220
0
18940
0

0
0
24420
19750
0
91175
93620
0

0
0
0
35643
0
0
72850
0

0
91175
166470
0

Total Expenses

529380

558653

1032640

Income From Operations
Interest Income (Expenses)
Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expenses

308971
-331624
-22653
0

252412
-102482
149930
0

616776
-434106
127277
0

Net Profit / Loss

-22653

149930

127277

Pawan Agriculture Collection Centre
Financial Report
F.Y. 2016 – 2017
Unaudited figures up to 15 July 2017

Balance Sheet
2016/17
Current Assets
Cash in hand

10000

Cash at bank

73333

Inventories

26717

Accounts receivable

280000

Pre-paid expenses

0

Other

0

Total Current Asset

390050

Fixed Assets*
Land

0

Building

0

Equipment
Furniture and fixture

187100
51950

Vehicle
Less: accumulated depreciation
Total Fixed Asset

Total Assets

0
47808
191242

581292

Current Liabilities
Accounts payables
Total Current Liabilities

310000
310000

Long-term Liabilities
Bank Loan

0

Vehicle Loan

0

Total Long Term Liabilities

0

Total Liabilities

310000

Owner Equity
Investment capital

120000

Accumulated retained earnings**

151292

Total Owner Equity

Total Liabilities & Stockholder Equity

271292

581292

* Estimated value of land and buildings utilized or leveraged for the business.
** In the absence of written, audited records to confirm profit utilization in previous years i.e. conversion to
equity, investment in capital assets required for the business etc., a self-declaration from the proprietor has
been accepted to derive fixed assets and retained earnings value.

Net Income

Profit & Loss Statement

284488

Gross Profit
Total Expenses

Revenue
Sales
Sales Returns (Reduction)
Sales Discounts (Reduction)
Interest Income
Interest from other Investment
Other Revenue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit
Expenses
Salaries & Wages
Depreciation
Rent
Office Supplies
Water
Telephone
Electricity
Maintenance
Vehicle Operating Cost
Transportation
Fuel & Gas
Vehicle Installment

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

945000
0
0
0
0
0
945000
850000

2405950
0
0
0
0
0
2405950
1953658

Total
3350950
0
0
0
0
0
3350950
2803658

95000

452292

547292

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

2015/16
0
23904
7000
0
0
2000
0
0
0
7200
0
0

112500
23904
6000
3800
0
5000
0
6000
0
0
10600
0

Total
112500
47808
13000
3800
0
7000
0
6000
0
7200
10600
0

Total Expenses

40104

167804

207908

Income From Operations
Interest Income (Expenses)
Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expenses

54896
0
54896
0

284488
0
284488
0

339384
0
339384
0

Net Profit / Loss

54896

284488

339384

Organic Mountain Flavour Private Limited
Financial Report
F.Y. 2016 – 2017
Audited figures up to 15 July 2017

Balance Sheet
2016/17

2015/16

Cash in hand

240

33820

Cash at bank

577245

6528006

Inventories

7893467

0

Accounts receivable

4295489

4844117

0

0

6968252

3123049

19734691

14528992

1774069

1774069

11131799

9186637

5221949

2707384

97717

90717

Vehicle

6528900

2804900

Less: accumulated depreciation

3383276

1808205

21371159

14755502

41105851

29284495

Accounts payables

534305

22414

Total Current Liabilities

534305

22414

15907269

9931857

Vehicle loan

3168482

1058019

Zero kap loan

6305375

6008166

Directors loan

14413202

8125404

Total Long Term Liabilities

39794328

25123446

Total Liabilities

40328632

25145861

10300000

10300000

6298586

7899172

-15821368

-14060538

777218

4138634

41105851

29284495

Current Assets

Pre-paid expenses
Other
Total Current Assets
Fixed Assets
Land
Building
Equipment
Furniture and fixture

Total Fixed Assets

Total Assets
Current Liabilities

Long-term Liabilities
Bank loan

Owner Equity
Investment capital
Grant reserve
Accumulated retained earnings
Total Owner Equity

Total Liabilities & Stockholder Equity

Net Income

Profit & Loss Statement

-4282196

Gross Profit
Total Expenses

Revenue
Sales
Sales Returns (Reduction)
Sales Discounts (Reduction)
Interest Income
Interest from other Investment
Other Revenue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profit

2015/16
24779795
0
0
1949
0
2735152
27516896
20457181
7059715

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20
22044096
0
0
1836
0
2482251
24528183
18188745
6339438

Total
46823891
0
0
3785
0
5217403
52045079
38645926
13399153

Expenses
General Administrative Expenses
Preliminary Expenses
Human Resource Expenses (Admin Staff)
Selling and Distribution Expenses
Interest Expenses
Depreciation & Amortization (Admin Assets)
Amortization of Expenses

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

1743151
0
1559518
1039675
980439
814088
0

3491868
0
2211260
775833
1893928
1130103
1118641

Total
5235019
0
3770778
1815508
2874367
1944191
1118641

Total Expenses

6136871

10621634

16758505

Income From Operations
Interest Income (Expenses)
Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expenses

922844
0
922844
0

-4282196
0
-4282196
0

-3359352
0
-3359352
0

Net Profit / Loss

922844

-4282196

-3359352

Dadeldhura Farmers Cooperative Society Limited
Financial Report
F.Y. 2016 – 2017
Unaudited figures up to 15 July 2017

Balance Sheet
2015/16

2016/17

Cash in hand

15830

21000

Cash at bank

1176457

450324

2964912

4771207

423298

341081

4580497

5583612

Total fixed assets

7181724

11518091

Other Assets

3486463

3486463

10668186

15004553

15248683

20588166

5258470

11528869

177137

177137

5435607

11706006

4603023

4405983

4603023

4405983

10038630

16111990

250800

347100

3612380

3612380

159246

175616

Grant(capital grant)

764329

0

Loan loss provision

423298

341081

5210053

4476176

15248683

20588166

Current Assets

Inventories
Accounts receivable
Loan investment to farmers
Other
Total Current Asset
Fixed Assets

Total Fixed Asset

Total Assets
Current Liabilities
Accounts payables
Other liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Long-term Liabilities
Bank loan
Vehicle loan
Total Long Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Owner Equity
Share capital
Fund
Saving deposit
External loan/bank loan

Total Owner Equity

Total Liabilities & Stockholder Equity

Net Income

Profit & Loss Statement

-569989

Gross Profit
Total Expenses

Revenue
Sales
Seeds
Sales Returns (Reduction)
Sales Discounts (Reduction)
Interest Income
Interest from other Investment
Other Revenue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Seeds
Total Cost of Goods Sold

2015/16
12022947

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

3836262.21
15859209

7936007
0
0
0
0
1197620
9133627

9765939
9765939

6120920
6120920

Gross Profit

6093270

3012707

Expenses
Salaries & Wages
Depreciation
Rent
Office Supplies
Marketing
Telephone
Water & Electricity
Maintenance
Vehicle Operating Cost
Transportation
Other Office Expenses
Fuel
Vehicle Installment

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

1767616
493244
60000

1521750
604762
60000

Total
0
0
0
0
0
5033882.17
24992836.25
0

24992836.25

53005
14398
158144

50000
35206

38824
2289236
296524

170353
243153

Total
3289365.5
1098005.92
120000
0
224287
103005
49604.41
158143.8
0
209176.5
2532388.37

5170990.09

2909510

7783976.5

Income From Operations
Interest Income (Expenses)
Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expenses

922280
-644248
278032

103197
-673186
-569989

17208860
-1317434
-291957
0

Net Profit / Loss

278032

-569989

-291957

Total Expenses

224287

0

Shobha Traders and Order Suppliers
Financial Report
F.Y. 2016 – 2017
Unaudited figures up to 15 July 2017

Balance Sheet
2016/17
Current Assets
Cash in hand

183000

Cash at bank

900000

Inventories

450000

Accounts receivable

2037000

Pre-paid expenses

0

Other

0

Total Current Assets

3570000

Fixed Assets*
Land
Building

12000000
7400000

Equipment

822000

Furniture and fixture

295000

Vehicle
Less: accumulated depreciation
Total Fixed Asset

Total Assets

2200000
466600
22250400

25820400

Current Liabilities
Accounts payables
Total Current Liabilities

2100000
2100000

Long-term Liabilities
Bank loan

9750000

Vehicle loan

1400000

Total Long Term Liabilities

11150000

Total Liabilities

13250000

Owner Equity
Investment capital
Accumulated retained earnings**
Total Owner Equity

Total Liabilities & Stockholder Equity

2000000
10570400
12570400

25820400

* Estimated value of land and buildings utilized or leveraged for the business.
** In the absence of written, audited records to confirm profit utilization in previous years i.e. conversion to equity, investment
in capital assets required for the business etc., a self-declaration from the proprietor has been accepted to derive fixed assets
and retained earnings value.

Net Income

2258999

Profit & Loss Statement
Gross Profit
Total Expenses

Revenue
Sales
Mutton
Chicken
Spices
Potato
Vegetables
Onion
Chicken Feed
Chicken Sukuti
Egg
Sales Returns (Reduction)
Sales Discounts (Reduction)
Interest Income
Interest from other Investment
Other Revenue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Mutton
Chicken
Spices
Potato
Vegetables
Onion
Chicken Feed
Chicken Sukuti
Egg
Total Cost of Goods Sold

2015/16
14566472
3974420
1234500
1124020
4016250
221491
3198000

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

2979399
0
0
0
0
0
31314552

17663405
6885722
1247291
1441153
3474730
218478
5095788
77000
2683187
0
0
0
0
0
38786754

11951977
3122759
1135740
642297
3346875
116574
2917474

14493050
5410210
1147508
823516
2895608
114988
4648789

3641488
26875183

2270389
31804059

Gross Profit

4439369

6982695

Expenses
Salaries & Wages
Depreciation
Rent
Office Supplies
Water
Telephone
Electricity
Maintenance
Vehicle Operating Cost
Transportation
Fuel & Gas

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

1716000
82200
66000
168000
12000

2184000
104200
66000
180000
12000

60000
84000

72000
120000
240000

180000

240000

Total
0

0
0
0
0
0
70101306
0

70101306
Total
3900000
186400
132000
348000
24000
132000
204000
0
240000
0
420000

Vehicle Installment

348000

348000

Total Expenses

2368200

3566200

5934400

Income From Operations
Interest Income (Expenses)
Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expenses

2071169
-1157496
913673

3416495
-1157496
2258999

64166906
-2314992
3172672
0

913673

2258999

3172672

Net Profit / Loss

Shree Kunwar Kirana General Store
Financial Report
F.Y. 2016 – 2017
Unaudited figures up to 15 July 2017

Balance Sheet
2016/17
Current Assets
Cash in hand

150000

Cash at bank

500000

Inventories

100000

Accounts receivable

355000

Pre-paid expenses

0

Other

0

Total Current Asset

1105000

Fixed Assets*
Land

2000000

Building

7000000

Equipment
Furniture and fixture
Vehicle
Less: accumulated depreciation
Total Fixed Asset

Total Assets

150000
25000
2200000
382000
10993000

12098000

Current Liabilities
Accounts payables
Total Current Liabilities

250000
250000

Long-term Liabilities
Bank loan

1000000

Vehicle loan

1000000

Total Long Term Liabilities

2000000

Total Liabilities

2250000

Owner Equity
Investment capital
Accumulated retained earnings**
Total Owner Equity

Total Liabilities & Stockholder Equity

10000
9838000
9848000

12098000

* Estimated value of land and buildings utilized or leveraged for the business.
** In the absence of written, audited records to confirm profit utilization in previous years i.e. conversion to
equity, investment in capital assets required for the business etc., a self-declaration from the proprietor has
been accepted to derive fixed assets and retained earnings value.

Net Income

Profit & Loss Statement

1971274

Gross Profit
Total Expenses

Revenue
Sales

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Vegetables
Fruits
Sales Returns (Reduction)
Sales Discounts (Reduction)
Interest Income
Interest from other Investment
Other Revenue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Vegetables
Fruits
Total Cost of Goods Sold

5151904
1416345
0
0
0
0
0
6568249

6139520
1558440
0
0
0
0
0
7697960

3541933
902845
4444778

4221020
1109071
5330091

Gross Profit

2123471

2367869

Expenses
Salaries & Wages
Depreciation
Rent
Office Supplies
Water
Telephone
Electricity
Maintenance
Vehicle Operating Cost
Transportation
Fuel & Gas
Vehicle Installment

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Total
0

0
0
0
0
0
14266209
0

14266209

0

2000
59895

Total
85000
110500
20000
5700
0
10300
8000
0
6000
0
2000
59895

66800

240595

307395

Income From Operations
Interest Income (Expenses)
Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expenses

2056671
-156000
1900671

2127274
-156000
1971274

13958814
-312000
3871946
0

Net Profit / Loss

1900671

1971274

3871946

Total Expenses

0
47000
9000
2400
0

85000
63500
11000
3300
0

4800
3600

5500
4400
6000

Hatemalo Seed Promotion Cooperative
Financial Report
F.Y. 2016 – 2017
Unaudited figures up to 15 July 2017

Balance Sheet
2016/17
Current Assets
Cash in hand

15000

Cash at bank

73000

Inventories
Accounts receivable
Pre-paid expenses

7000
1248555
325150

Other
Total Current Asset

0
1668705

Fixed Assets*
Land

10000

Building

523100

Equipment

309700

Share Investment

338150

Furniture and fixture

26400

Vehicle
Less: accumulated depreciation
Total Fixed Asset

Total Assets

0
253040
954310

2623015

Current Liabilities
Accounts payables
Total Current Liabilities

1054284
1054284

Long-term Liabilities
Bank Loan

0

Vehicle Loan

0

Total Long Term Liabilities
Total Liabilities

0
1054284

Owner Equity
Common stock
Capital Grant
Accumulated retained earnings**
Total Owner Equity

Total Liabilities & Stockholder Equity

50700
1268000
250031
1568731

2623015

* Estimated value of land and buildings utilized or leveraged for the business
** In the absence of written, audited records to confirm profit utilization in previous years i.e. conversion to
equity, investment in capital assets required for the business etc., a self-declaration from the proprietor has
been accepted to derive fixed assets and retained earnings value.

Net Income

Profit & Loss Statement

159204

Gross Profit
Total Expenses

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

1586500
0
0
0
0
8250
1594750
1406000

3514067
0
0
0
0
500
3514567
3067593

Total
5100567
0
0
0
0
8750
5109317
4473593

Gross Profit

188750

446974

635724

Expenses
Salaries & Wages
Travel
Audit
Depreciation
Bank Charges
Rent
Office Supplies
Water
Telephone and Internet
Electricity
Maintenance
Vehicle Operating Cost
Transportation
Fuel & Gas
Other Expenses

2015/16

2016/17 2017/18 2018/19 2019/20

Total Expenses

Revenue
Sales
Sales Returns (Reduction)
Sales Discounts (Reduction)
Interest Income
Interest from other Investment
Other Revenue
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold

25000
0
5000
33610
0
15000
3150
0

132750
21100
14600
33610
200
12000
40010
0

4300
0
0
0
20000
0
30000

5000
2000
0
0
10000
0
0

Total
157750
21100
19600
67220
200
27000
43160
0
9300
2000
0
0
30000
0
30000

136060

271270

407330

Income From Operations
Interest Income (Expenses)
Income Before Income Taxes
Income Tax Expenses

52690
0
52690
0

175704
-12000
163704
4500

228394
-12000
216394
4500

Net Profit / Loss

52690

159204

211894

CONNECT Annual Report 2016 – 2017
An analysis of MSME and EE portfolios

Acronyms
AGS
BBSM
BDC
BLB
CFO
DAFACOS
DCCI
DDC
DFID
DLSO
DSS/s
EE
FEC
GoN
HD
HSPC
ICS
IFAD
ISN
JTA
KUSOM
LR
MBA
MBC
MRP
MSME/s
OJT
OMF
PACC
PBL
RAP
RES
RBG
RMG
SIC/s
SKKGS
SME/s
STOS
TH/s
UNL
VCF
VDC
YV/s

Aastha General Store
Bhat-Bhateni Supermarket
Belpata Dairy Cooperative
Branchless Banking
Chief Financial Officer
Dadeldhura Farming Cooperative Society Limited
District Chamber of Commerce and Industry
District Development Committee
Department for International Development
District Livestock Services Office
Downstream Supplier/s
Enabling Environment
Future Entrepreneurs’ Club
Government of Nepal
Hamri Didi
Hatemalo Seed Production Cooperative
Internal Control System
International Fund for Agricultural Development
Idea Studio Nepal
Junior Technical Assistant
Kathmandu University School of Management
Lactometer Reading
Master of Business Administration
Micro Business Cluster
Maximum Retail Price
Micro Small & Medium Enterprise/s
On the Job Trainee
Organic Mountain Flavor Private Limited
Pawan Agriculture Collection Centre
Prabhu Bank Limited
Rural Access Programme 3
Rural Enterprise Service Programme
Road Building Groups
Road Maintenance Groups
Satellite Incubation Centre/s
Shree Kunwar Kirana General Store
Small & Medium Enterprise/s
Shoba Traders & Order Supplier
Trade Hub/s
Unilever Nepal Limited
Value Chain Financing
Village Development Committee
Yuva Vayu/s
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